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ellsworth, Maine, Wednesday afternoon, November 20,
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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

C. C. BURRILL &

NEW A DYEHTlNEMENTb THIS WEEK.

SON,

General INSURANCE AGENTS,
Burrii.l Bank Bldg.,
WK

MONEY TO LOAN
—

Compatible
In

to

sums

suit

collateral.

General

GEO.

H.

Companies.
Safety.

with

Improved

on

real

and

estate
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CO.,

GRANT

Glenrose Soap Co—Corporation meeting.
O R Burnham—Closing out sale.
Adrnr notice- E>t Susau Gray.
Liquor Indictments.
Geo W Smith—House to let.
G A I'archer—Apothecary.
Whiting Bros—Carpets, curtains, dress goods,

groceries,

RKPRRSKNT THR

..

The

ME.

ELLSWORTH,

Most Reliable Home and Foreign
Lowest Rates

Insurance and Real Estate.

ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, ME.

etc.

W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
C L Morang—Dry goods, boots and shoes.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
China A Japan Tea Co—Tea, coffee and spice.
Stratton A Wescott—Hardware store.
Giles A Burrill—New market.
C P Davis—Market.
Mattel .loy—Dressmaking.
B K Phil lips-Raw furs
Bluehill:
Stockholders' meeting—Hancock county agrl*
cultural society.
Bangor:
C A Lyon—Girl wanted.
Mrs Isabelle Buker Chase—Announcement.
Springfield, Mass
The Phelps Pub Co—Good Housekeeping magazine.
New York:
The Century.
8t Nicholas.
Miscellaneous:
Boston College of Practical Psychology.
The Era.
Vinol.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

SCHEDULE OP MAILS

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,
First National Bank Building, Ellsworth.

AT ELL8WOBTH

In

YOURSELF

SECURE

MAIL CL08ES AT POST-OFFICE.

against loss by FIRE. Take out a
policy in our agency and be free from

Going East—6.30 a. m., 5 80 p. m.
Going West—li.*o a. mn 6 and 9.30 p.
Train from the

parts for the

worry.

the

arrives at 7.18 a m., de6.0< p. m. Mall closes for

west

west at

at 5.30 p.

west

m.

m.

PAY/IENTS on losses are

Oliver Sargent, of No. 8 plantation, is
LIBERAL, PROMPT and SURE. seriously ill.
The city schools will close Friday for
two

Write us for furtbur

particulars.

weeks’ vacation.

H. W. Carr reopened his market
Water street Monday.

Hinckley,

Mrs. Winfield

visiting

j

WOOL FLEECED UNDERWEAR.

J

Only $1.00 a suit. This is the best thing
on the market for the price.

J

CLOTHING. I
♦

$8.50

from

MEN’S SUITS,

J

up.

♦

YOUTHS* SUITS,
$8.00 up,
BOYS’ SUITS, 3 pieces, from 12 to 17, from $8.00 up.
OVERCOATS, from $8.50 up.
ULSTERS, from $4.00 up.

«

J
♦

£

New line of Fall ami Winter Headgear received this morning.

I

BYRN.

OWKN

relatives iu

There will be

a

social dance at

Saturday evening.
Thanksgiving eve ball of the Dirigo

athletic club will be

a

masquerade.

Henry Gould, who has been seriously
peritonitis, Is now improving.
Supper will be served at the Congregational chapel this evening at 6 o’clock.
T. Smith, who has been in poor
a long time, is now in a critical
condition.
Isaac

health

Charles, the five-year-old son of Byron
Getcbell, is seriously ill with typhoid
fever.
will

wai)B.

Ammunition

Ellsworth, Me.

J. P. ELDRIDQE.

dancing

held at Odd Fellows

be

school

hall

next

Monday night.
left Saturday for

Old Town, where she will be employed as
stenographer.
Mrs. Maria Howell returned to Bangor
Saturday, after a week’s visit with rela-

place of the late N. H. Higgins.
Rjv. David Kerr, of the Baptist church,
will deliver the address at the meeting of
Eggewoggin local union C. E. at Brooklin this evening.
Ellsworth people are profiting by combetween rival oil companies,
getting their kerosene for 9 cents a
gallon at present.
Mrs. Emery J. Johnson, mother of Mrs.
and
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MARKET

H. W. Carr, of this citv. died at her home
in Brewer last
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This is a new
stuffed with nut meat.
delicious confection.
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35c per box !
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FRESH-SHELLED

♦

NUT-MEATS

♦

of all kinds.
Price ac- J
cording to kind.
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GET THE

BEST;

IT COSTS

NO muKc.

Repairing

a

X J. A.

T.

a

postal

or

worth, Me.

store,

Ells-

Stella—She’s

those

The

party to be given by the Unity club
Odd Fellows hall Friday evening,
promises to be one of the prettiest social affairs of tbe season. Dancing and
whist will be the amusements. Music by

Monaghan's

year of her age.

does

David L. Yale, of the Central
church, has been invited to preach early
in December in one of the larger churches
of New England, and to look over its
field, a parish of over 600 families, with a
view to becoming pastor.
Mr. Yale has
not yet decided what he will do.—Bath
Daily Times.
Rev.

here,

to have read

was

unable to

either of the dates wanted, and
the entertainment has been indefinitely
come on

nnafnnnoH

It

in

hnnnri

In

hnvp

Crockette read here later in the

M iwfl

season.

men

company, to run a boat
between those towns and Ellsworth, held
The company is
a meeting last evening.
ton steamboat

now

lookiug for
Several

a

boat

suitable

which

are

for

the

available

are

consideration.

under

to

from alum

family

me

1 told
a mean

baking powders

and. the evil results which
tain to follow their use.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

CO.,

100

The Distress Warrant.
The distress warrant Issued by late City
Treasurer Higgins against Tax Collector
Roscoe Holmes for 1900 tax, was return-

Friday.

able

succeeded

in

collecting

that

Baptist church.
Emery, of this city, has sold
to Capt. Frank W. Goodwin, of Bangor,
one-half of township No. 10, about 10,000
acres, reserving the water privileges.
H. C. Stratton, Edward Monohon and
Frank
from

a

Young
week’s

returned

last

hunting trip

gus waters.

on

he

time the warrant

line between here and Ellsworth, touching at intervening points, will materialize.
This line would be a great convenience to our business men, as a great
deal of business would be done with Ellsworth, especially in the lumber trade—
Stonington correspondent Deer Isle Mes-

senger.

issued.

was

Ou

had

Letter to Frank Moore,
Ellsworth.

this

Dear Sir: It Is your business to know what
materials to put Into a house as w**li as to plan
it. Of course you know the effect of zinc on
lead In paint—toughens it. Do you also know
the greater effect of zinc ground 1.. ?
For a painter can’t grind; he can only mi*.
Devoe lead and zinc Is thorou* h y ground In
oil The result is an Intimate mixture.
Your painter can only mix; he can’t grind;
He
there’s no need of grinding by hand.
should buy lead and zinc ground together in oIL
Devoe lead and zinc is that; the
roportiona
are right besides.
It outlasts lead and oil two
to one, and costs no more—even ler-s; for handwork can’t compete with machine-work.
Yours truly,
A 16
F. w. Devoe & Co.

taxes for 1900 three months,

Holmes promises that delinquent tax-payers will pay within the
three months, or take the consequences.
Collector

severe measures

to

save

unpleasant predicament.
The distress warrant issued against Tax
himself from

an

Collector H. F. Whitcomb for the 1899 tax
is returnable

on

also will make
tions for the

probable

a

Friday of this week. He
good showing in collec-

past three months, and it is

that

an

alias will be issued

ex-

tending his time for collection of the balance

three months.

atibtrti'snncnta.

mayor and aldermen yesterday
afternoon inspected the work of Ailing at
the approaches to the new Bangor bridge.
Some more work must be done to make it
The

the roadbed.

COMING EVENTS.

TURKEY

were

two

up State street near O.
his buggy
re, when

sti

another

team.

Mr.

toward the electric
see

the other team

R.

of

Burnham’s

Congregational church.
Saturday, Nov. 23, at Methodist vestry
—Birthday social by Epworth league.

with

Wednesday, Nov. 27, at Hancock hall—

collided

that you

told

you not to tell

thing—I

her
her.

told her not

to tell you I told her. Ella—Well!
her I wouldn’t tell you she told
don’t tell her I did.

I told
me—so

Keen-edged Carving Knives and £
BEST TEMPERED STEEL

committee of

with handsome handles—at only

|

s

\

STRATTON & WESCOTT.

X 3OCHOH30OOOOOC8C(0ODOOOOOO£(Ot

cents.

buggy was turned bottom up
The
instant with him under it.

f

up£

$1.25 per set, and

ball of Dirigo athletic club.
Wiswell was driving Masquerade
Wednesday, Nov. 27. at Baptist vestry—
light, and could not
Supper and entertainment. Tickets, 15
Mr.

approaching.

SLICERSf

Forks to go with them—made of £

flannel

outing
Manning
garments and cooked food by November
block—Sale

driving accidents of a
very similar nature in Ellsworth Monday
evening. John B. Wiswell was driving
There

ST., NEW YORK#

Husband—You remember those cigars
me for my birthda ?
Wife—
Yes, Husband—I gave a lot t«» «r>y friends,

showing, it was decided to issue another
alias extending the time for returning
balance of

cer-

you gave

half

about

Wiswell’s
in

an

horse cleared
with

himself.

Mr.

slight bruises.

(Continued

on

paqe

Wiswell
His

AtitirrtiacmnUB.

es-

buggy

5.)

DEPARTMENT STORE.

LOOK

Thursday

TiORANQ..

C. l

uuumisnnnu».

RUBBERS
GREAT

Narragua-

RUBBERS

■

REDUCTION iii prices

of

Ladies’, Gents’ and Chil-

dren’s Rubbers.

back two deer.

They brought
L. D. Woodruff, of this city,
while driving to North Hancock last
Friday, saw a large bull moose in a field

WILLIAM

are

and now I haven’t any left. Wife—What,
by cigars? Husband—No; frienrs

A statement submitted

Collector HolmeB showed

He must resort to

impossible to have too good
communications with adjoining towns,
and it is hoped that the proposed steamboat
It is next to

it makes

protect yourself and your

the uncollected taxes in his bands at the

interested in forming the Ellsworth, Tremout & Stoniug-

route.

alum, that

contain

not

you

twelve-year-old daughter
of Carlton McGown, who has been seriously ill with peritonitis, seemed to be
improving last week, but suffered a relapse, and is now in a very critical condition, with typhoid symptoms.
John Donovan, father of City Marshal
Donovan, is in Bangor hospital for an
operation. Mr. Donovan injured one toe
some time ago.
Blood-poisoning followed, and it is feared now that amputaMiss Carrie M. Crockette, of Vinalhaven, whom the Onasouson club ex-

price,

the best food, that it is pure and
healthful.
You know that alum
This
powders are unhealthful.
knowledge is sufficient to enable

the

tion of the entire foot will be necessary.

made

are

their unfamiliar names, generally betray them.
But it is not necessary for you
to know.
You know that Royal

orchestra.

Miss Minnie E. McMullan, daughter of
John
McMullan, died suddenly last
Thursday morning, at her home on Water
street, of heart disease. She had been in
She was in the
poor health some time.

twenty-first

baking powders

from alum ?
Their lower

of the

Dr. H.

beside the road.
the woods

on a

The

moose

The thousands of Lumbermen
who wear

made off into

trot.

LUMBERMEN’S RUBBERS,
RUBBER BOOTS and
FELT

Grindle, of Mt. Desert, was in
Ellsworth to-day on his way home from
Portland, where he attended a meeting of
the McKinley memorial committee, of
which he is a member.
V. Starrett, representing that indesk-book, the Maine Register,
is in Ellsworth gathering material for the
next edition of the work. G. M. Donham,
Portland, is the publisher.
The November committee of ladies of
the Congregational church will hold a
sale of
outing flannel garments and
cooked food at room 14, Manning block,
Haturday afternoon, from 2 to 4 o’clock.
H.

feasting
A

on

venisou.

meeting

committee

of the merchants’ carnival

was

held

evening.

Reports

ELECTRIC
GRINDER

RDBBER CO.’S

balance

goodness

are

meeting of the Unitarian society
last Wednesday evening, memorial resolutions for the late John D. Hopkins, for

1

|H |-<

in it then.

are an army of witnesses
to their wonderful wearing qualities. Look for the “Red Seal” on
Lumbermen’s Rubbers when you

one

test of them.

is at its best when it is
fresh

ground:

all the

Our Coffees win much

'KESENT8
G1VIN

fresh roasted and

strength, aroma, and
of their popularity on

all this would count for little if it wasn’t for the
excellence

of

all our coffee brands.

Make

a

CHINA & JAPAN TER CO., AL,"gaA.

goods

Fresh from the Roaster

BOTTOM

_Each Week_

PRICES

TRY OCR
FINE TEAS

want the best.

O.

W.

of

something like |125 in the hands of the
treasurer, with all bills paid.
At the

|

point—but
unvarying high grade

Wednesday
a

i-GROUND FROM-1

1.1 I |H |H
^
just this

at the office of the

showed

COMBINATIONS.

C. L. MORANG.

valuable

Conary, blacksmith at Elmer
Rowe’s carriage factory, spent a few
days at his home in Bluehill last week, on
business. During an hour’s leisure he
Bhot a deer. His Ellsworth friends are

Cunningham. |

Ella—Bella told

1

general grocery and

a

store.

at

the

secretary, L. F. Giles, last

leave orders at .1.

Crippen's music

at

E.

specialty.
that secret

couduct

Charles A.

VERGENNES
;: CATAWBA
♦

Fourteen years’ factory experience.
Out of town orders solicited.
Drop

■

* MALAGA

M. M. MERTZ,
Practical Tuner

who will

provision

Dr. R. L.

)

<
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ELLSWORTH, ME
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How Do You Know

by Sum-

Phillips,

Charles H.

§

BURRILL

*

Kerr,

§

NUTS

.

for some years past
has been sold to B. F.

run

Fifleld,

Methodist church this
The sermon will be by Kev. David

year.

|

CEESE

CHICKENS

DUCKS

ner

opposite the Maine Central
by H. B. Phillips, that

owned

has been

Thursday morning, aged caped
fifty-seven >eara.
Union Thanksgiving day service will
be held

NATIVE

The store

station,

Wednesday, Nov. 20—Supper at Congrecity.
gational church; 15 cents.
Epworth League of the Methodist satisfactory to the city officers. Tue city
Friday, Nov. 22, at Odd Fellows hall—
will comInue the work further, taking off
church will give a birthday social at the
entertainment committee of
the hill at the west side of the bridge to Par’y by
vestry Saturday evening.
Unity club.
the grade to the bridge easier, and
Curtis R. Foster has been appointed nnke
at the same lime widening and rounding
Saturday, Nov. 23, 4 o’clock, at room 14,
superintendent of Woodbiue cemetery In

petition

£

The financial reports were reapproved. The meeting adjourned sine die.

The Ellsworth

ill with

The first extra after the

the

records.

pected

Odd Fel-

lows hall next
The

SabbertiaemnUa.

were

The

“CLARION" RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES.

Main Street,

is

tives in this

Latest improvements in both systems.
Prices as
First-class workmanship.
low as is consistent with good work.

Pearl, agate and granite ware. Crockery and tin
of all kinds. Special attention given to repairing.

Blnehlll,

of

Ellsworth.

Miss Harriet L. Mason

HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.

on

1901.

ceived and

Frances,

SUNDAY.

4

many years president of tbe society,
and ordered spread upon

passed,

The ladles’ aid society ot the Baptist
church will give a supper in tbe vestry
next Wednesday evening at 6 o’clock.
There will be in connection with the
supper, a special Thanksgiving
programme of music and readings.

POST-OFFICE.

effect Oct 14, 1901.

Going East—7.18 a. m., 6.08 p. m.
Going West—11-66 a. m., 6.26 p. m.

NbW FALL and WINTER

inerkatt.

WALSH’S
ELLSWORTH, ME.

We

TAPPEY,

^

General Insurance and Real Estate
write all kinds of Insurance, buy and sell Ileal

Agent.

Estate, and collect rents.

nicipal

Also sell first-class Muand Railroad bonds.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDINQ,

ELLSWORTH.

CHRISTIAN

Sbbrrti*fmmt*.

fllutual Benefit Column

KNDKAVOR.

foptfl For Oir Work Bcirfnnlnji Nor.

EDITED BT

“AUKT MAlKiE”.

—Thanksgiving.—tea. vvv, 1-8.
Thaui > giving should have a very
prommen; place In our Christian lives.
.Vfe are njoined by the word of God

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—It is for the mutual benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the in-

to engage in many religious duties,
such as prayer, study, meditation, but
to none of these duties Is that of
God's
thanksgiving placed second.
word throughout calls upon us to praise
the Lord, to exalt His name at all
times and “in everything to give
thanks.'' The religious history of the
world Illustrates to us very clearly the
naturalness and appropriateness of
thanksgiving to God. Nature as well
as
Scripture enforces the duty of
thanksgiving. The first forms of worship among ail nations were altars and
sacrifices, the purpose of which was to
express thanksgiving to God for some
recognized blessing. "It Is as the giver ef benefits that man seems first to
have recognized God. One of the earliest forms of religion was sun worship, and the reason for selecting the
sun as the object of religious regard
was the manifest fact that from the
sun man derives so many and such
great blessings. The very name 'God'
Is probably a modification of the root
‘gut,’ or ‘good,’ and was given to the

terchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and its success depends largely on the support given it in this r«*i»ect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed
permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will In; rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The America*,
Ellsworth, Me.

ness

In

bestowing upon

us

seem

to

nave me

snape

oi

There's a glory on the mountain
That the valley never wears.
There are pleasures on the hilltop
That the lowland never shares.
But we cannot all be dwellers
On the mountain top subMme;
Some must live their lives of labor
In the vale of toil and grime.

ram-

than prayers, and hymns or psalms
form the most antique portions of our
rituals.” This natural tendency to thank
God pervades us, as it did those who
have gone before us, and we should
follow In the footsteps of the ancients
and foster and cultivate.
Thanksgivlug should be rendered unto
God for what He is. He is God and as
God Is worthy of our highest adoration
and praise. ”0 Lord, thou art my God!
I will exalt thee. I will praise Thy
name.” Our God is the only living and
true God, the infinite and sovereign
God, sublime In majesty, perfect In
holiness and In all His attributes.
"Who Is like unto Thee, O Lord, among
the gods? Who Is like Thee, glorious
In holiness, fearful In praises, doing
wonders?” For what He is the angels
around God's throne are constantly
praising Him.

Dear M. B.

There
last

noon

a

the piazza one afterbright looking young
package of papers in his

hand.

a

time

He passed me
remarking that

as

paper, at the
he

down

way for a short time he had
town to secure subscribers.

come

this
into

I said, “Oh, you are from Good Will
Farm”, for the copy I held In my hand was
a Good Will Record.
He replied that he
V. ;.

T

-I*1-

said, “There were two of that
the farm”, and his face lighted up
I

sponded, “I guess you know
about Good Will Farm”.

Dame
as

he

at

re-

something

Now perhaps you all know something
about Good Will Farm, but it is a subject
and

an

object

in which I have been inter-

ested for years and 1 thought it might not
be amiss to give a little space to it in our
column.
Our motto

the

1

A Disciple's Prayer.
sunrise pray: “Now. Lord. Thy day begins;
■eceive my thanks; grant strength; wash out my
sins.
My feet must stumble if I walk alone;
^otiely my heart till beating by Thine own.
My will ia weakness till it rest in Thine;
Cut off, I wither, thirsting for the Vine.
My deeds are dry leaves on a sapless tree;
My life ia lifeless till it live in Theel”
jmnset this: “Now, Lord, Thy daylight fade*;
Guide Thou my craft amidst the gathering shades.
I thank Thee that Thou steerest my frail bark,
O faithful Pilot, o'er these waters dark!
Tbs waves have bared their threatening fangs of
white;
Put ‘Peace, be still!’ Thou speakest. Now comes
At

night.
) drop mine anchor in the silent sea;
Through the long watches I am safe with Thee!’*
—Christian Endeavor World.

nothing

to

workers

are

to

them

and pur-

in mute

appeal;
the sympathetic

do, while
powerless to answer all the
demands rfpon thejhearts, their time and
their purses?
Cranberry PiK-Take floe, sound ripe cran
berries, and with a sharp knife split each one
until you have a heaping cupful; put them In a
larger dish and mix thoroughly with 1 cup of
white sugar, % cup of water and a tablespoon
full of sifted flour. Bake with two crusts.
Baker’s Custard Pie—Beat up the yolks of
3 eggs to a cream. Stir
thoroughly a tablespoon
ful of flour IntoS tablespoonfuls oi sugar; this
separates the particles of flour so that there will
be no lumps; then add it to the beaten yolks
put In a pinch of salt, a teaspoonful of Y««Ula,
and a little grated nutmeg; next, tbe well lenten
whites of tbe eggs, and lastly a pint of scolded
milk (not boiled) which has been cooled. Mix
this in by degrees, and turn all Into a deep pie
pan lined with puff paste, and bake from twentylive to thirty minutes.

L_!

.;

— >

Stops

recipe is from

Is blowln'

storm

over, en

de weather'* lookin’

tine,
En de Helds Is smeltin'

sweeter

fer de rainin' t

Don't be sorry, mo'ners, w'en de night comes
down;
Worl* Is mighty full o* sin an* sorrer;
a
But
11*1* star’s a peepin'—des a peepin' all

eroun*;
Soinewlmr de day's a-breakln* en de bells in
music soun'
En dc birds'll all be slngln' on tomorrer.
—■Frank /,. .Slonfon.

Art of fx>oklng an<l Keeping Well.

The

position

The carriage and

of the

body,

I during both the day aud the night, bare

quickiy

________________________

—

|

—

Valentine Ave., Tremont, New York, N.Y.
Writing to Mrs. Pinklmm is the quickest and surest way to
get the right advice about all female troubles. Her address is
Lynn, Mass. She advises women free. Following is an instance:
2103

Mrs. Haven’s First Letter to Mrs. Pinkham.

Ellsworth Loan and Bnfldinft Ass’k.

I would like your advice in regard to my
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
troubles, i suffer every month at time of menstruation, and flow so much,
and for so long that 1 become very weak, also get very dizzy. I am troubled
with a di4charge before and after menses, have pains in ovaries so bad sometimes th&t I can hardly get around, have sore feeling in lower part of bowels,
pain in back, bearing^lown feeling, a desire to pass urine frequently, with
pains in passing it; have leucorrhcea, headache, fainting spells, ana sometimes have hysteria. My blood is not in good condition. Hoping to hear
from you. 1 am, Mrs. Emma Haven, 2508 South Ave., Council Bluffs, Iowa.”
(June i, 1899.)
—

A

■Mrs. Haven's Second Letter.
—

—

—

when you can borrow on
your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce It every month
Monthly
and Interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now pay In* for
rent, and In about 10 years you

Drnnkrn Man's flonmot.

Once when Sir Horace St. Paul wos at
college he found a man lying drunk iu (he
quadrangle and tried to make him get up.
“You're drunk." he sail: “you don't
even know who 1 am."
“Yes. 1 know
very well who you are.** said the man.
“You’re the fellow that wrote an epistle
to Timothy and never got an answer.”
This is often quoted a* one of the naturally clever retorts of drunken men.

“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
I wish to express ray gratitude for what you
have done for me. I suffered for four years with womb troubles. Every
mouth I flowed very badly. I got so bad that I could hardly do my work.
Was obliged to sit or lie down most of the time.
I doctored for a long
I began using your remedies
time, but obtained no relief.
Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, Blood Purifier, Sanative Wash and
Liver Pills—and now feel like a new woman.”
Mrs. Emma Haven, 2508
South Ave., Council Bluffs. Iowa. (Feb. 1, 1900.)

curious custom prevails in Korea.
If a mou meets his wife in the street. he
ignore* her preseqey and passes her as if
she were a stranger.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of
llKaar w. Cushman, Kec*y.
First Nafl Bank Bid*.
A. W. Kino, President.
...

A

One

WITNESS WENT HOME.
f'ow

Shrewd

Back

Excused from

Purpose.
“Father,” said the young son of the
eminent medical and scientific authority,
“if all the diseases come from germs, as
you say they do, what good do germs do?
Wasn’t it a mistake to create them?”
‘‘Why—er—germs, Lionel,” replied the
paternal ancestor, “may be said to serve
the—er—purpose of— You are rather
young,
however, to understand such
things fully, but 1 may mention that I am
to write an article on that subject next
month for one of the magazines, for
which they pay me $o00.”~~Chicago Trib-

Woodsman Got
Court.

I p around Moosehead lake they are telling an amusing story of bow one of the

witnesses in the Theirault case, tried at
Skowhegan last week, who became tired
of

waiting

around

the court room, sucexcused from attend-

ceeded in getting
ance upon the court, and returned home
without testifying, and at the same time

flO.
This particular witness, noted

une.

made

Moosehead section

as a

summoned

to
appear
When the trial began he

the

in

Vita Recommendation.

shrewd man, was
at
Skowhegan.

Lady— 1
want

in the court

was

After staying around for
he

commenced to
home. He went to

wish
one

a

day

himself

or

two

back

of the court of-

ficers, whom he knew, aud asked him if
he supposed he could get away. The of-

to

going to give a ball, and I
polish this floor. Do you

\

that he rather guessed not—that
the witness would be arrested if he tried
ficer said
to

you

am

thoroughly understand your business?
Polisher—Well, madam, you inquire at
the major's up the street. On his ballroom floor the last party he gave Bir people broke their legs before 12 o’clock,
and an old gentleman broke his neck
down the stairs. It was I. madam, who
polished that floor and staircase.—Lon•
; don Answers.

room.

j

go.

A Question of Knowing.
This made the old man mad. and he ex- !
“Ah. professor.” exclaimed the conclaimed: “I’ll bet you ten dollars that I ! ceited
young man condescendingly, “I
jo.home to-day!” “Take you!” answered ; wish 1 knew as much as you do.”
the officer, and the money was put up.
“You would know more than !.” replied
That noon the witness got a moment’s me snrewu proiessor, who understood
conversation with the attorney for whose this young man. “if you only knew as
lide he was to appear and asked him to much as jou think you know.”—Catholic
Standard and Times.
illow him to go. Of coarse the lawyer
laid no, whereupon the old man, with a
Ambiguous.
;reat deal of sadness in his voice, said:
Mrs. Spooner—Charles, do you think
‘Well, It’s pretty hard, pretty hard!”
you would ever marry agaiu?
“How’s it hard?” asked the lawyer.
Mr. Spooner—What? After having lived with you for ten years? Never!
“My wife’s dead.”
Mrs. Spooner says she would give someThat was all the homesick witness said,
>ut
it was sufficient. The heart of thing handsome if she only knew just
he lawyer was touched, and he said in a what he meant by that.

a

the Cough and Works off the Cold*
Laxative Brotno-Quinine Tablets cure a cold
In one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 cents

*

■

I Feel Like a New Person,
Physically and Mentally.'*
I wish to speak a gixxl word for Lydia E.
‘‘Dear Mra Pinkham:
Pink ham’s Vegetable Compound. For years I had ovarian trouble and
suffered everything from nervousness, severe headache, and pain in back and
abdomen. I had consulted different phj*sicians, but decided to try your medicine, and I soon found it was giving me much relief. I continued its use and
now am feeling like a new person, physically and mentally, and am glad to
Mrs. M. II. Lewis,
add one more testimonial to the value of your remedy.”
Mrs. Lewis Says:

nuch more gentle voice: “You speak to
ne when we get into court this afternoon,
celebrated cook in
one of th? best New York bakeries.
ind I guess we can fix it
He
was asked why it was that their custard
That afternoon he wan spoken to, and
pies had that look of solidity and smooth- according to promise had the witness exness that home-made pies have not.
He < nsed. The witness went and collected
replied, “the secret is tbe addition of this J lis money won from the officer and left
bit of flour—not that it thickens the cus- < u the first train for home. Sometime
tard any to speak of, but prevents the cus- 1 ater in the progress of the trial it detard from breaking or wheying, and gives
eloped that, while he had told only the
that smooth appearance when cat”.
t ruth, his wife had been dead fifteen
Aunt Madge.
j ears.
This

vine;
De

prevent mistakes. Necessarily there are
An Kra of Longevity.
a great many of these types and a large
That the Improved conditions of mod:
range of designs, for they represent not I srn existence have added
materially to
only the alphabet in every style of letter, tbs longevity of mankind is a matter that
but also every known flower in ita con- is being taken seriously In commercial
ventionalized form, as well as various circles. The Acturiai Boclety of America
in to compile a new series of tables for the
sorts and sizes of scrolls and conventional designs. This makes it an easier life insurance companies of tbs United
States, which, the society maintains, will
matter for the nrtist to design the cover
show a decreis'd mortality among the
of a book while he is actually engaged at
people of this country. This In expected
work on it than at first seems possible.
After the design is burned into the
ium rates now charged, as the whole life
leather the paper is pasted into the insurance business is based on mortality
boards, am! then, in the case of the one- tables.
It cannot be doubted that, with sobrthalf and three-fourths biudings, the book
and moderation in all things, the avis finished and ready to be packed and ety
The
erage man can live to an old age.
shipped to its destination.
purification of foods, the marked advance
Nowadays it is no longer good form to lu medicine and surgery, the wonders of
hove the «dges of the pages gilded on all modern science, are all assisting to prothree sides. That style is now very much long the existence of the man oft the
It remains for him
behind the times and affects a book's twenti. b century.
t«. (dneete himself to
that existence
value.
Moreover, the price of a book de- anti contentment andenjoy
success.
Success.
teriorates very materially the minute ft?
pages are cut- Whether this is the result
Itching plies? Never mind If physicians have
of the germ theory of contagion or not
it is undeniably true that the up to date fslled to cure you. Try Doan's Ointment. No
SO cents, at any drug store_Advf.
failure.
man
would
as
think
of
soon
young
giving
a book with torn and dirty pages to a
young woman as he would of presenting
Banking.
t<» her a book with the pages already cut.
Of course this has naturally led to a
marked change in the style of gilding. It
is almost a necessity to have the top of
tho page* gilded, for unless this were
Is what your money will earn if
done the book would soon become soiled
Invested In shares of the
from the dual settling on it aud, sifting
down on the haves, make them dirty
and gritty to the touch. For this reason
most of the fine books have only the upper edges of their pages gilded. This alA NEW SERIES
lows the dust to settle on the top. whence
la now open. Shares, 01 each;
it can 1m? brushed off readily and yet
monthly
payments, 01 per share.
makes it possible for the pages to be cut
by the purchaser.— Brooklyn Eagle.
WHY PAY RENT?

same

was

th#

much to do with one's figure, health and
one can dtsI appearance. How
] linguist! an army or navy officer on the
I street, though he Is a stranger! How
; many would give a fortune to possess such
: •
figure and bearing! And yet almost
anyone who has not some natural deformity can acquire it. by observing s few simple rules aud practicing a few easy exercises. Aa you know, it lakes but a few
weeks or montha of discipline ana drill
to change uncouth, sloucby, raw recruits
into fine, erect and dignified soldiers.
Always, when standing or walking, hold
yourself as erect s# possible; throw the
shoulders back and down, elevate the
chest a little, and draw the cbtn In a trifle.
When standing, the weight of the body
should
fall upon the ball of the Soot,
lj burning tho gold into the leather.
Behind each workman is a set of neither upon the heel nor the toe.
one can have a good figure without
No
shelves containing nil the different types
throwing the chest well forward, the
Under the place where shoulders
or stamps in use.
bark and down, and carrying
t
each tool belongs is a print of the type the body in an erect position. Follow
Under the place where these simple rules strictly, and you will
or stamps in use.
each tool belongs is a print of the type i greatly Improve your figure and bearing.
Do not bend the legs too much whan
Itself made ou white paper, pasted up not
and let the weight fall slightly
only to mark the place where each tool ! walking,
more on the heel first.
Bwing the arms
should be, but also to enable the worker ;
but not too much.-Success.
naturally,
to make a ready selection of type and to

upon

fellow who had

stretched out

it

woman’s

summer a

mated. Anything and everything necesWay of Salvation.
sary to the maintaining of a home is
The hard part in the way of salva! acceptable at the Good Will farms—table
tion. if there be a hard part at all, is
linen, Dea nnen, ciotmng, mittens, stockconstancy. It Is endurance in little
ings. I wonder if tbe M. B.’s cannot do
things and endurance to the end; it is
between now and Christmas
remaining faithful unto death rather something
for this cause.
Jttian doing some great thing or conWe will not forget the Home Sunshine
quering in some fierce and agonizing
department, either. Cannot “Aunt Dorbattle.
The Christian builds up his
cas” or “Janet”, or some other good
sister,
character, or the tower of its strength,
devise a way whereby we can give mutual
little by little, stone by stone, in the
to these societies in which some of us
help
rising wall or he fights his battle with are
personally interested. I know of readone evil at a time, the rest being re»
ers of this column who are
planning and
iBtralned by that beneficent power
to send barrels of needed articles
(Which fights with him and freely lends hoping
to the southern field. Can It be possible
Sts almighty aid.
“Ye shall not be
that there are persons in the world who
tempted greater than ye can bear.'* To
see no place in which to lend a
helping
•him who fights in earnest the issue of
hand; who see no empty, waiting hands
the battle is not doubtful.—Helper.

f. Harper.

a

The spasm at the top of the wind pipe or bronchial tubes, “ball
rising in the threat,” violent Issuing of the heart, laughing and crying
by turns, muscular spasms (throwing the arms about), frightened by the
most insignificant occurrences —are all symptoms of a hysterical condition and serious derangement q£ the female organs.
Any female complaint may produce hysterics, which must be regarded as a symptom only. Tin- cause, however, yields quickly to
Lydia K. IMnklmm’s Vegetable Compound, which acts at once upon
the organ afflicted and the nerve centres, dispelling effectually all those
distressing symptoms.

In the

Faith is the hand that lays hold on
eye that looks to Christ, the
ear that bears- the voice of Christ, the
jnonth that feeds on Christ, the finger
that touches Christ and the key that
Anlocks the treasures of Christ.—Rev.

expressions are possible when

Friends:

came

|

Christ, the

ravagant

e.xt

on

|

represents
spirit
Well may we join in the anthem and
pose of the Good Will enterprise. It was
is!
what
He
God
for
as
h
home
for
homeless
praise
begun
boys by Rev.
Thanksgiving should be rendered un- G. W. Hinckley about twelve years ago
“1 will
to God for what He does.
Good Will cottage was opened to boys
praise Thy name, for Thou hast done Sept. 1, 1889. Fifteen boys were received
wonderful things.”
Among the won- and the first home was established. The
derful things Isaiah goes on to mention
work has grown so rapidly that on
the execution of God’s judgments, their Sept. 1,1901, ninety boys and thirty girls
effect upon the heathen and the salvahave homes in the various cottages. The
tion which God lias vouchsafed unto Good Will Farm for boys consists of 330
His people. To enumerate all that God acres. 1 noticed in the November Record
has doue and is doing, for which we this item:
should thank Him, would be impossiGood Will’s oat crop is not as large as usual
ble. “Every good and perfect gift com- this year—4:49 bushels. Her
potato crdp is the
eth from above.” For temporal, spir- best in her history—935 bushels.
itual, Individual, family and national
On the boys farm there arc six cottages,
blessings we should cease not to thank a school building and a
chapel. The Good
Almighty God. "Great and marvelous Will homes for girls are situated about a
are Thy works, Lord God Almighty.
mile from the boys’ homes, both of which
Just and true are Thy ways, Tliou King are at
East Fairfield, about nine miles
of Saints, Who shall uot fear Thee, O
north of Waterville. The girls’ homes
God, and glorify Thy name? For Tliou em brace a tract of land of 125 acres. There
only are holy; for all nations shall are two cottages and a fine educational
come and worship Thee; for Thy judgi building.
ments are manifest.” Such is the song
The work is undenominational and is
!
of Moses and the Lamb, and we need
dependent for existence and support upon
not wait until we reach the heavenly |
voluntary contributions, with the excepshore to join iu it.
“Praise ye the
tion of the income from a small fund and
Lord.”
small sums paid for individual hoys and
THE PRAYER MEETIXO.
girls by friends. The subscription price
Arrange a special Thanksgiving pro- of the Record is 50 cents a
!
year, and any
gramme.
letters may be addressed to Rev. G. W.
BIBLE READIXGS.
j Hinckley, East Fairfield, Maine,
Fs. xxxiv, 1-8; xlviil, 1; lxvi, 1, 2;
The good work being done through this
Ixxxl, 1-3; xeii, 1-5; cxlvll, 1-20; II Cor. j opening of homes to those w ho need the
lx. 10-12; Phil, iv, 4-0; Col. ii, 0, 7; Rev.
| influence and protection and help there
Til, 11, 12.
bestowed upon them, can never be esti-

t nlockn the Treasures

of

overwrought.

_

Thee,

Forget.
Put a seal upon your lips and forget
what you have done. After you have
been kind, after love has stolen forth
Into the world and done its beautiful
work, go back into the shade again and
Bay nothing about It. Love bides even
from itself.—Professor Drummoud.

manner

Master, I do not ask that Thou
With milk and wine my table spread,
So much as for the will to plow
And sow my fields and earn my bread.
Lest at Thy coming I be fount4
A useless curoberer of the ground.
—Alice OMy.

er

Cherubim end erraphitn titling down before
Which werl and art and ever mure shatt he.

All

nerves are

—

And though mists and shadows greet us
While the upland all Is bright,
Cod, our Cod, is in the valley
Just the same as on the helght—Emma C. Doff'd.

so many
utterances

nyiuus

—

If Is Hopeful Bong.
Don't lie sorry, mo'ners, w'ende sun don't shine;
Worl* Is full o' trouble en complainin';
But still dey Is a blossom what's a-growtn’on de

BINDING.

Strange an It may seem to the ordinary
reader, it la nevertheless a fact that
then- is no such thing as set or ready
made designs for decorating leather bindings and covers—that ih, wh?n the artist
who docs the tooling on these fine bindings begins to work he has no drawn deT>-h workman invent*
sign to go by.
hi* own design as he pr«*eeeds with his
Of course it sometime* happen*
tusk.
that a book has to be tooled exactly like
another book except for the title, but as
a general thing the artist follows his own
fancy in designing the book in one of
several general style* of tooling, all the
details being left to his own judgment.
“Tooling.” which is the teclmical term
for the really artistic art of bookbinding,
is done in the following way: After the
pages have been sewed together, their
edges trimmed and gilded, the pasteboard
cover put on'and the leather side* and
back put in place* the book is given to
the “tooler,” who clamps it firmly into
position in a vise very much like that
After the book is
used by carpenter*.
firmly in position, sizing I* put on the
part to be tooled, and over this sheets of
gold leaf are spread. Then the artist,
or “tooler,” take* a small type in the
form of a flower, letter, scroll or whatever figure he wants, and, after heating
it to a certain temperature, he presses it

Not Blamed
Should be Pitied
Men Don’t Understand How They
Suffer When They Cry, “ Oh, Don’t
Speak to Me.”

except'by

Supreme Being by our Anglo-Saxon
forefathers in recognition of His goodblessings. The first religious

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

Its Motto:

HOOK

How the “Toolln*” 1* Done
Lent her Cover*.

IRRITABLE WOMEN

24—Comment by Hev. S. 11. Doyle.
Tone.

ARTISTIC

To Cure a Cold in Oue Day
^ ake Laxative Brorao Quinine Tablets. All
<] ruggista refund the money if it falls to cure.
j l W. Grove’s signature is on each box. 25c.

j
j

What

Makes

m

Woman

Old.

“It ain’t bard work so much that makes
a woman old, fur she kin work
an’ toil
an* grub fur them she loves an’ still con e
an'
up
rosy, but It’s waitin’ e
Kirilin’
hopin’ au’ starvin’ that ages 'em.”—Pa
Laurence Dunbar in October Lippincor

When

a

a woman,

Professional Cartis.
F.

^

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY

Hatters hims* If he know.*
he Hatters himself.
man

AND

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all claaaes of
pensions against the United States.

SeltifocrtisrmtnU.

THE PEOPLE KNEW

Business solicited.

Hlil!

UuwoiTH,

(Benson s Plaster Is Pain's Master.)
George Washington made and sold flonr,

every barrel of flonr in the market
branded "G. Washington, Mount Vernon,’*
eold without delay. No question was ever
and

raised

as

to

quality

or

weight.

lieusou’s Porous Plaster sells on its
rsptu
tatiun everywhere. All the
buyer wants to
be certain of is that the
plaster offered him
really it Benson’s, and not n worthlesa imitation of it or substitute for it.
A plaster is the best form of eiternal remedy. and Benson’s is the beet plaster; 5,000
physicians and druggists, and a multitude
of people no man can numlter. have settled
that.
Yon cun trust it,” they say.
Coughs, col Is, lame back, lumbago, muscular .stiffness and rheumatism, troubles of
the liver and kidneys, influenza or
grip,
pneumonia, and ail other diseases open to
external treatment, are at once relieved and
cured by Beuson’s 1*lasts.-.
Bo no’ assume that Belladonna. Ca .sicimi or 8
rength niug plasters are “justa*
gettd as’ lien son's, t h.y are vastly Inferior. -Yu other plaster is u
good M
Bn on’s.
in competi ion with the
best-known
plant, rs ot Lurope and America, Benson’s
have received JtJly.fire
airardt.
highett
for sale by all druggists or we will
pm.
I',1 l*”»ti>g on auy number ordered in the
Cmted States, ou receipt of 25c. each.
Seabnry A Johnson. Mfg. Chemists. N.Y.

HAMjT
UUIN I

tobacco spit
and SMOKE

YourUfeawayl

Yot can tie

cured of any form of tobacco using
t”»de well, strung, magnetic, full of
bfe and vigor by
taking HO TO-BAO.
Wc,k
SIron*Many gain
ten pounds in ten
days. Over 000.000
cured All dntgmsts. Cure guaranteed.
BookAddress STERLING
CO., Chicago or New York.
437

j JOHN

Maim.

E. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
orncaa

BAR HARBOR AND
Bar Harbor offices
niueniucmce open

7 and a ut.
aalurdays.

ME.

i»#Mrii<!Ark

CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
I>». H. w. Hat kf.m Sea* to
notify fit* patron*
and other* that until further uotto- nU dental
rooms will he closed on
Wedowlay afternoons
Ellsworth, Oct. Hi, law.

]y£ELVIN
Gradua

A.

M.~D

Bellevae Hospital Medical

of

e

WARDWELL,

College.

Pixomcot,

£)R.

y„

...

H.

GREEL-Y,

DENTIST.
cl«?of*7*

°f

aw-Omca

notice***

,h«phll»'1,!|P>»»
Oil**1

in

We.lne.lay-

CARROLL

***''J,',,1**

Uental

Colle*a.

Block. Iluwoiti.

afternoons

until

further

BURR1LL,

ATTORNEY

tile'

REMEDVoSrSS?'

at

BLUEHILL,

AND

COUNBKLLOK AT LAW.
Notakt Public
Offlce

oyer

amd

Ji:STICK

Burrlil

^ATATk^STHKKT.

ufths

Pxaol

National Bank,
KLLaWQBTH. Ml.

Sbbrrtisrmfntg.
BIjIaBWORTII
or

r..

signature is

Laxative

the

Bromo-Quinine
cold

remedy that

Subscribe

every box of the

enre*

a

in

genuine

Tablet.
one

day

for The American

PRorEe'iini/^K?*,?11’,^0.

also vet
°r
sketch, or photo,
IGHT

Send model,
e
<; for free examination and advice.
1

on

improve;

®E*®I

t

!

STEAM

BOOK ON PATENTS SKWUtti!

yc.A.SNOW&CO.l
I ;(raunt
WASHINGTON,
Lawyers.

D.C.

’’

LAUNDRY

AXI> BATH KOOM8.

•

“NO
«oe.

PAV,

N o

of lanndry
£?““**
Good, called

TV

A N

II

K R

done st short
for and delivered.
KSTNf A CO.,

H. B.
West End Brides.

worn

no-

Ellsworth. Me.

THE OBAVK OF KEATS.
I tan beheld tbit grtre with eloleti
dim
“ 'h* *rc,< Caemm'
city, where hi •leems.
Aid orcr

was to return In the direction from which
KLIjS WORTH MARK RTS.
iSfatrtwemtnt*.
•he had just come. She had retraced hei
steps a few yards, without speaking a
Wedwesdat, November 20. 1901.
word to the young man, when she heard
it 1 little l.ur«l .weep*,
TRICKS OF THE STRONG MAN
rraiUd ia<J leifed eternally lor him.
his steps behind her, and in another moIf AIN'S LAW aKHARDlNO WRIGHTS AND MBA8VNRS.
AND HOW MANAGED.
hot fir iwiy
A bushel of Liverpool
ment an arm slipped around her waist.
pine, of itutdier limb,
salt shall weigh «0
Ulf. flower end gram the mallow
and a bushel of Turks Island sail shall
Harry Dwight had resolved to use to the 1 pounds,
lunllghi
70 uounds.
weigh
■teepe.
A
GOOD DEAL OP HUMBUG IN THE
utmost his influence iu order to obtain an
And thie deir grivel
I The standard weight of a hi shei of potatoes,
Ah. how the loot npleipe
FEAT8 HE PERFORMS—KNACK OF
explanation from her.
The breath come*
| in good order and Ut for shipping, is HO pounds;
tremblingly, tnd the eyei iwim
“Mr. Dwight!” cried Rose indignantly. of apples, 44 pounds
BREAKING STONES WITH FIST.
“I request you to desist at once from your
The standard weight of a bushel of oeans In
,h*' 1 'r,|ered clme the
lleep of detth
TEETH TRICKS EXPLAINED.
good order and lit fur shipping. Is 62 pounds.
****** *hc blowing flowers above his
impertinence/*
brrast;
Of wheat, beets, ruta haga turnips and
This moment 1 beheld a won-lroua
peas, HO
The young roan, perhaps encouraged by ;
of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
thing.
pounds,
Theta blossoms, stirring in the
a suspicious trembling in the voice of the
wind’s light
“There are tricks in all trades,” said
bounds; of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rye and
breath,
girl, did not in the least obviate his objec- Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds; the old circus strong man, “but the trade
Do not they feel tftbowa all violets
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of
oats, ef the circus Hercules is
bleat)
tionable
conduct.
was
to
32 pounds, or even measure as
mostly all tricks.
The ever vital dust from whence
by agreement.
they spring!
f
“Rose, darling.” he said without reAnybody with ordinary strength can do
—Edith M. Thomas in Scribner’s
The prices quoted below are the retail
prices
Magazine.
moving his arm, “don’t bo so cruel to me. at Ellsworth. Farmers can easily reckon from the fonts that seem so wonderful when
I cannot bear to g*» away tomorrow leav- these what they are likely to receive In trade done by these tau bark Samsons.
In
was
ing matters as they are at present. In or cash for their products.
fact, few of them require any particular
God’s sight. Rose, l can say that I have
Country Produce.
muscular exertion, but are accomplished
Butter.
not done anything to moke myself more
aim ply by trickery.
Creamery per lb..
nnworthy of you than I have always
“The dumbbells used by the performI>alry .2igjj ers are
known myself to be.”
always hollow and weigh much
“That may be,” rejoined the girl, “but Cheese.
less than the figures marked upon them
Best factory (new) per 1b.16«18
same
T The Story of a Slight Misun- 1 I did not previously know bow unworthy
would indicate.
When you see a man
Best dairy (new)..
..
that was.”
Dutch (imported)..
4
pretending to put above his head a bell
“Rose, Rose! Every word you say cuts
Neufcbatel.
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by this talk ol
combinations against us. i
believe it to be impossible for the European nations to agree. They have
always been jealous of our strength
and importance, and that feeling in-
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purpose of inaugurating
gation and experiments,”

to

out

has ceased.

authority

That something ought to be done tc
regulate the great trusts is the beliel
of Senator Hale, but he admits that
it is a difficult question to handle,
He looks for an attempt on the pari
of Congress to deal with it, and an-

A PROCLAMATION.
For

a

of Public

Day

and
Following the

Thanksgiving
Prayer.

“I do

Inaugurated by our
forefathers and cherished by pious observance
through many generations, in conformity with
the proclamation of our President, I, John F.
Hill, Governor of the State of Maine, with the
advice and

custom

consent

of the Executive Council,

tiereby appoint
Thursday, the Twenty-eighth Day of November

Current,

day of public thanksgiving to God for His
blessings and of remembrance of His
fovlng kltidnons.
Upon that day let labor be suspended, and
gathering in your accustomed places of worship, let all join in making it a time of grateful
and genuine thanksgiving.
as a

■nan I ford

The present year has been

one

of abundant

prosperityto our Stale: the rewards ot honest
Industry and well directed effort have never
t>een greater, and as we rejoice over bountiful
harvests and the success which has crowned our
efforts in every field of endeavor, let us retnemIter the poor and unfortunate; let our gratitude
for health and plenty be expressed not alone In
Words, but in deeds of cbarltv and oenerolence,
that all may have cause for thankfulness.
Given at the Executive Chamber, at Augusta,
this fourth day of November, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
one, and of the ImlejMsndence of the United
States of America the one hundred and

read over and the
different portions of it discussed.
Naval matters were not the sole
topic of Hhe conference, as might be
supposed from the fact that Senator
Hale is chairman of the committee on
/fiaval affairs. Reciprocity and trusts,
as treated in the message, and numerous other subjects, were gone over in
detail, and the President sought Sen- j
ator Hale’s advice thereon.
Before
the conference the senator lunched

and has been
prepared on conservative lines. Prefacing his remarks with the statement

that, of course, he could say nothing
about the message or the President’s
views, and that what he said represented merely his own idea6 and not
those of anyone else. Senator Hale
said in an interview on Sunday that
in his opinion there would be no revision of the tariff or no abandonment of the great principle of protection.
“I am

a greater believer in the prinof protection now than I ever
was,” he continued, “because under
protection we have become great and
prosperous. I do not believe there
will be any attempt made to strike at
the vital policy of protection, but if

ciple

there is, the attack will be met, not

defensively, but agapologetically
because we have seen that
or

gressively,

us what we are.”
“Then you do not believe there will
be any revision of the tariff?”
“Certainly not,” the Senator replied, with emphasis, “nor do I believe there is any general demand for

it hag made

it.

A few

people

want

it,

but the ma-

j.lace.

the

j

FRANK

L.

The body of Mre. Frank L. Tburber,

week,

services

hursday
which she was

to

j

worthy

the United States, and Lord Paunee
fote, the British am'ia«. ..tor, for Great
Britain.
This treaty is intended to
replace the first Hay-Pauncefote

moonlight of imaginatio”. but the

2

I

it hi

dfemn
of

of

until

p rfectimt

reaaou boo a

hoping

that the
Hay-Pauncefote
treaty will be promptly ratified, that
the Canal bill will be passed imme-

dm pci sea the foolish

The Four

9

be begun

on

Large

in alt other respects. The amid Mr.
Wfeitoomb will act for said firm as their agent
or attorney as heretofore in any matters enHbnj. B. Whitcomb.
trusted to him.
Whitcomb, Uaynbs & Co.
Ellsworth. Me Oct 80, 1901.
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RAW FURS

•; BOUGHT FOR
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]

republican Congressmen are
coming to Washington in consider- |;
II
>

::
11

CASH!

in tlie market
for raw furs of every kind.
Have had life-long expeienee in handling them.
F h ive bought out the H.
15. Phillips store near the It.
It. Station, where, in addilion to the liandling of furs,
I shall keep a general groeery and provision store.

B.

F.

am

PHILLIPS,

Main St. (opp depot),

Ellsworth.
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every poutx) of
50c. TEA.

We WBnt B
good agents
nl once to solicit
*ub*ortp.
to
our
Illustrated

tlon»

monthly magazine Good
lIouAKKRKnx; i„ this and adjoining
This la a rara opportunity for

towns.

28 lbs. Englishcured Pollock for
SI.OO.
C. H.

JSSTVSf
•»«?*»£ AA IflUN
MflWTJJ
In
Iny tin1 fall and whiter mouths. We
prefer experienced ayem., and such can
easily make »so a mouth
ami expenses.
.Many arc £ 1 0V I
inn kino
double that, and I Ail I
I I
possibly you can d > It,
Address at once wltb references,
_

GRINDAL,

WATEH ST..

...

ELt.SWOWTH.

■

THE PHELPS PUBLISHING
CO.,

8prlugfleld,

Mass.

low.

MUM IS THE WORD.
During

WMOKB

Boston Terrier
tto.

w

__

BARREL

20 lbs. SUGAR
for SI.OOwith

bros~

whiting

feature

of St. Mchola*. The
question and tiiev are
au-vt.red |n a department caiUd “Nature
*••«! Si hiife".
Private school*'ase the mag
»»■>*« f'-r thl* alone.
T n«j
>t Mcho'n*
League” is an organization at St. \iehola$
reader* w in rein prize* are offered tor
tl« bt -i p»> >..i
\ rmliroM-f Dt(tO a yt.tr.
number« fere to »»*• tr
ce tuber
»ui.«*no»r» w/tob gin utith
%
Vorember

young

WARRANTED

^

cau be sold
Order in advance

feature*

are to la* Introduced Into
I'd* f«mou« |*cilw|ioil—otve t* the printing
of lone storte* complete in a
/tingle number,
—no serial*.
A *plenuld group of Mt.rW*
by
tint bent lit log writer* for young lolk* baa
been gaitta r* d for thl* purpose

FLOUR

lot of

low;

<<f «-** than
In jour home
Influence of our

In 190J
MM nt w

exceptionally

Bought

at an

—a w*\ to have

educational

kre*u>i

THANKSGIVING
)

It,

da)

“St. Yichola* far Young F\nk*" I* the m«dluBt» -a maguzlue absolutely unequalled in
the literature* of the world
It 1* recom>
inendtd t«y educator* everywhere—It contain* only the very beat ami mo*t helpful awl
entertaining literature, and it |* Illustrated
by Ur: Krefloat of A met lean illustrator*.

.-

$^"■25

a

time.

not

PATENT

FOLKS.

there any bote or gin* tu jour home?
If *o, do you want them to grow up familiar
wlthti»e lee*i literature amt art. and with
all imdr l*»t Impulse* quickened? There 1*
Are

same

aSurrtisnnrnts.

NICHOLAS

ST.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
trespass in Cuniculocus Park. 1
demand protection to life and property
from the county- of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mauy C. Pbbtz Austin.

I

'-A-'

1 I ; I

The

reciprocity treaties that will affect
the principle of protection.” Serano
E. Payne, chairman of the Ways and

'V'^'

-■•V

I==

l^TOTICE is hereby given that the membership of BenJ B. Whitcomb with the
firm of W hitconib, Haynes A Co., is discontinued from this date, the said firm remaining !

per Gal

'SSbcrtisontnts.
■-

IHK CENTUBY COL.
Union Square, New Yti'k.

I

ii:

on

ti-.*.

|

NOTICE.

DO

Article*

great j ear of I be greatest of American
magazine* liegln* In November, Mf 1'
first t«*ue of the volume. Any r—rtr~ of
this advertisement will receive | ropy of a
lieautlful bookie? printed in *1* color *. *!v
l"g full plan* Of The < >nf wfjy. In
by
a Mrr*<l> g at anew
f

special

>T'OTICK

our

FOR

Personal

4

CORPORATION MEETING.
is hereby given that a
I
meet<ng of the stockholders of the
Glenrose Soap Company will be held at the
office of Charles C. Burril*, at Ellsworth, llan
cock county, Maine, on Wednesday, November 27, 1801, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
The purposes of snch meeting are to authorize the selling and dis|>osal of, and to sell and
dispose of the plant, including land, buildings and fixtures; also all of the stock, tools
and appliances and any other property of the
corporation; and to authorize the making and
execution of all contracts, deeds, bills of sale
and other instruments necessary for the purpose of making and completing such sale and
disposal. Also to transact any other business that may properly come before such
Glbnbosb Soap Company.
meeting.
by Charles C. Burrill. It* President.
Ellsworth. November 1H. 1801.

the

on

PRESIDENTS McKINLEY
and ROOSEVELT.

of the stockholders of
X
County Agricultural Society will be held at the town hall, Bluehili,
on Wednesday. January 1, 1SOT, at 3 o'clock
p. m., to act upon the following business, to
wit:
To hear the report of the secretary.
To hear the report of the treasurer.
To elect a board of directors.
To transact any other business legally before said meeting.
Nahum Hikcblby.
Bluehili, Nov. 20, 1801.
Secretary

NATIVE TURKEYS

d> spep-i.t. It « M«ble* the stomach
gi..nds to secrete the neee*M*rv quanilty of at
ge-dlve Hunt-, an»l this si once removes that
• raving or gnawing sensation so common to ccr
tain forms of ImlUe-tion. it tones and regu
lates the stomach, invigorates the torpid liver
and gives the blood making glands keen a*Hirni
lattice power*. “Golden Medical Discovery”;
cure-* ninety eight per cent, of those who use It
I>r Pierce’s plea-ant Pellet* arc superior to all
other laxative tuedbiues when the bowels are
obstructed.

IukrtMlng Paper*

SOCIAL LIFE IN NEW YORK.

NOTICE.

j

of

case*

and that work may
the Isthmian canal at tbe

able numbers. The President has received them all, and has had several
conferences with the members of the
Ways and Means committee. Gen.
Grosvenor, of Ohio, believes there is
no desire on the part of the country
for tariff revision. He says: “The
verdict is not only against any revision of tbe tariff bat against any

c

The West

annual meeting
rpHK
the Haoci.>ck

Best Water-white too test
Kerosene oil,

l>*s

••

Illustrated hv Rpmtnortnn

Sptifal Not (erg.

For $2.00

diately thereafter,

earliest possible date”. It is understood that the Isthmian Canal commission will report in favor of the
Nicaraguan route, that it will recommend a canal with a bottom width of
ISO feet and a depth of thirty-five
feet at mean low water.
The estimated cost is about *200,000,000.

Itio Coffee,

sun-

was amended so extenCharle-* Spurgeon once Raid tbit there were
sively by the United States Senate at | t* re*- grcMi enemies to mint-•Mlrt. debt and
the devil.”
added one more d
its last session that tbe British gov- and inc'uilnlMe minnt have Th>i
evil results of
dyst-ep-ta.
ernment declined to ratify it. Within this dt-ca-e eouid hardly l*e exaggerat'd. It’s
effect* are felt In mind and body, an*! are as far
a few weeks negotiations began afresh
reaching as ihe effects of the curse that was
mid On tile Jackdaw of Khetins which was
between Secretary Hay
and Lord cursed In “eating and *1ri« king and sleeping, in
and «lttina and It tag”. The good ef
Pauncefote, and have just resulted, in standing
feet* of l»r Pierce*- GoM**n M,*lic«l Discovery
tbe signature of tbe new treaty, are most ij.arkcd in aggravated and chronic

drawn with special reference to the
objections found by the Senate with
the first treaty. President Roosevelt
has expressed himself as “sincerely

Fancy

the

r

luslo...

treaty, that

lbs

Joel Chandler Harris

"Mark Twain,**
John G h«x«„
Mr* Partington.**

out

line engine. All in good working order. Also
bangers, shafts, pulleys, etc. Isaac L. Hodokins. Ellsworth, Me.

FOR CASH

We

TOOTS—Closing

ONE

Co Eft.

Hay Pauncefote treaty was I
signed Monday by Secretary Hay, for

um V Naaby,**
(tilling*
•*

("Mr. Dooley**).

Edward W Townsend

band saw machine 1 buzz planer, 1
surface planer, 1 large and 1 small wood
turning lathe. 1 ripping saw machine, 1 saw
bench (all iron), 1 swing saw, 7ta H. P. gaso-

|

new

-Petrol*

R* airlce Mrrford.

|

The

|

and Portrait* of

the Year of llutnor

"Mark Twain,**
F I* Dunne

The
large attendance.
Interest ing and helpful.
a

sale of entire stock of
1_> hoot*. shoes and rubber*, -ale began
and will continue until closed.
November
Good* to be sold regardless of coat. O. K
Hi rmum. 44 Main St., Ellsworth.
1

believe In commissioning vagrani
been an
hunt up reciprocity treaties, an<l died in a
I do not believe Congress will be much troubled
Her
bad gone for special treatment.
by such treaties.”
How'. Thl.f
borne for tbe past two years was at Berea,
"Does that statement mean that you are op
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward tor
near Cleveland, where Mr. Thurber
posed to all reciprocity ?” the senator was a*ked Ohio,
cane
of
Catarrh
that cannot be cured by
any
had hut recently purchased a place.
Hall's Catarrh Cure
"I am not for ihe kind of reciprocity whlet:
F. J CHENEY A CO.. Toledo, O.
were
services
held
there
TuesFuneral
is sought for to day by the fret* traders and by
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
ou*' foreign rivals, who are affected unfavora
day morning, conducted by the pastor of Cheney for the ia*t I ft years, and believe him
honorable In all <»uR|ness transactions,
the
tariff
was
bv
he
of
which
she
perfectly
witr
the
Methodist
bly
bill,”
Dtngley
replied
church,
and financially able lo carry out any obligations
deliberation. "1 believe in the kind of reel
a
tributes male
member.
Beautiful
floral
by their firmprocity which Mr. Blaine introduced and whlcl covered tbe casket, from ladies of tbe
West A Tki ax. Wholesale Druggists, To
ledo, o.
encourages the interchange of our own pr« duett
church, and Mr. Thurber’s Sunday school
Walking, Kinnak A Makvin, Wholesale
that other countries do not produce for theli
class, who attended the funeral in a body. Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, act
products which we do not produce.
remains
were
taken
from
the
house
The
i Ing directly upon the Mood and mucous eur
"I do not believe in the reciprocity which cub
Testimonial!* sent free.
to tbe traiu, and accompanied to Ells- lace* of the s> stem.
down the duty upon French end British Wesl
1
Price *ftc. per (Kittle. Sold by all druggists.
worth by Mr. Thurber and tbelr only
India and Canadian manufactures and products
Hall’s Family PHIe are the lie«t.
that compete directly with ours and that ate child, Donglass, aged nine years.
grown and manufactured by labor half paid at
T’he Enterpiae, of Berta, Ohio, in an
compared with our tabor. 1 recognize fully extended obituary, says:
the immense l>enefk to
American labor and
floor and basementMyra II. McFarland was born in Ellsworth,
American Industries conferred by the
in Masonic block on Huvte street, until
Dlngley Mf., Auguat 9. 1859. There her childhood and
tariff bid, which has, by its encouragement tc
recently occupied by the Hancock County
I youth passed, and there she was united in marPublishing Co. Inquire of John B. Redman,
our own labor, enabed us to furnish
th( riage on Nov. 2.4, 1882, to Frank L. Thurber. agent, in same building.
product- of the farm, the n ine, and the mill to
The } oung couple made Ellsworth their home
j foreign countries at such rates as have already for Borne
years, and then moved to Canada,
Sofontistmcnta.
gained lor us nearly all the trade of the civil
where they lived until 1898, when they moved to
ized word that Is worth having.”
and
two
to
Berea.
years ago
**Th*n you do n**t altogether sympathize Cleveland, O-,
Mrs. Tour her joined the Baptist church in
with the propaganda lor searching out new
and retained her relations to
girlhood,
early
j
opportunities for trade?" was remarked.
! that church until coming to Berea, when she,
"I am not in favor of Imperiling this conwith her husband, united with the Methodist
dition,” the senator answered "by a ‘wild hum
I church.
new markets,’
for
which
have
never
had
Mnd
|
will never have any trade or commerce at all
1
mother, and struggled for health and continued
| comparable to the vast trade and the itnmen-e life that she might train her boy for highest
22 lbs Granulated Sugar,
exports from this country t» our great rivals, 1
usefulness. She was exceedingly kind and
1 Hi .'in-pent Tea,
1 am not a dream* r over what is cal led ‘the trade
generous In disposition; any pleasure she had
«-f the Orient.’ which, aside from the trade with J
! was enhanced by sharing It with other*. To do
Japan,in w hich w< are already lud> established, a favor or render
any sertlee was always a
cuts no figure, compared with the trade of the
I source of Jov to her. She was active In the
civilized world, except in ihe imagination.”
various societies of the church and village,doing
21 lbs Granulated Sugar,
what slw could to advance the Interest* of every
l lb 50-cent Tea,
can- e
not

negotiators

Contributors Reminiscences
to

HOUSE

|

heart

Humor

AGENT

cause ot Mrs. Tburber’a
of the national grange in Lewiston last
disease, though she had 1 week. Hancock county was well repreinvalid for a
time.
She
long
| Rented, several from this county taking
hospital in Cleveland, where she the seventh degree.

The immediate
was

were

year of

a

Cl

State Grange Meeting.
Over 5,000 people attended tbe meetings

David Kerr officiated.
death

services

will make of 1902

("Uncle
Ml lea CFMclly,**
("Chtmmle Fadden") “Han* ftrettmann,*
"Artemua
Ade.
George
Ward,**
in
J
ARABLE GIRL for general housework
Ruth It eKnery Stuart, '*Ori-lwi»C Kerr,**
> a family without children.
Wages #3 to | J Mint's Whltcumn
"Util NjaM
Me.
A.
Lti>n.
week.
C.
bangor.
$3.60 per
Riley, Frank R Stockton,
;
IKnnaid Q Min hell,
Paul Lawrence
in Ellsworth or vicinity to sell
HC Runner.
I
Dunbar,
to
For terms apply
our teas, coffee, etc
"Ham Hllefc.**
Gelett Burgee*.
Grand Union Tra Co., 114 Main 8t., bangor,
Frank R Mocfcton,
Eugene Field.
Maine.
Rl hard Grant White,
Tudor Jrnft*.
Kill* Parker Duller,
Cap* George H Derby,
("John Phoenix**),
t-atoljrn
Well*,
Co Hr..
Oliver Wendell
Harry H Edward*,
Chester Ibtlicy
Holme*,
Fernakl M ^lm^r Thomw.
vacated by
on Oak St. recently
Charles Baited
f‘*Q K Philander
t'bs*. A. Allen.
Apply to Gao. W.
Do* sucks, I* II"),
l.iMnnl-,
Smith. Ellsworth.
iMirer "erfonl,
Bret Marie.
Ktlluit F»ower,
Albert Itfgelow Paine.
Jot Salt.

liam E.

the

chtrch

I

Coroner—Frank E. Sherman, Eden.
Justice of the peace and quorum—WilBragdon, Franklin.

were

Baptist cuurcn, or
formerly a member. Rev.

at

held

Baptist

Free

THE CENTURY
HAGAZINE

eibr.tffl.

Nominated by the Governor.
Among recent nominationa by Governor
Hill are the following in Hancock county:

brought here

was

Funeral

for Interment.

was

THl'RBKB.

brief notice of whose death at Cleveland,
Ohio, on Nov. 11, was made in The
American last

There

_

was

document,

The

from

For $1.50

arriving senator, says a Washington
despatch, was with Senator Hale, Saturday afternoon, when the forthcom-

admirable

investi-

an

On Smlo at All Nsm-ntand*.

Nov. 15, 16 and 17.
The ministers present were Rev. Mr.
Lesher, of Augusta; Rev. G. H. Bailey, of
Hancock ; Rev. and Mrs. 8. A. Tbtirlow,
of Ellsworth; Rev. D. B. Smith, of West
Franklin; Rev. W. H. Powesland, of
Franklin; and Miss Woodslde, of this

Mr. Tapley Is a thorough Christian man, and
his work U noteworthy. What the end wtll be
cannot be determined.
Beginning with one
little meeting, the business men hare stepped
in with assistance when called npon, and the
meetings have progressed. I told Mr. Tapley
I would rather hare his reputation than the
wealth of all the business men who bad helped.

j

HILL.

with the President.
While being unable to discuss the
contents of the message for publication, Senator Hale states that it is an

over

••In Unexplored Alaska”
NUMBER CONTAINS SHORT STORlKS, POETRY AND ARTICLED OF
™mg{S;g8 INTEREST, BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED.

Franklin

the East

j

Senator Hale on Tariff Revision.
One of the longest conferences President Roosevelt has yet had with any

ing message

success.

A

THIS

Ellsworth E. B Quarterly Meeting.
Nov. 18 (-pedal)
Eaht Franklin,
The Ellsworth quarterly meeting met at

STORE—Rooms—first

twenty-elxth.
JOHN K
«y the Governor.
Byron Boyd, Secretary of state.

MRS

ticipates legislation of some kind ir
that direction.
The Washington Post on Mondaj
printed an interview with Senatoi
Hale, in which he spoke principally ol
reciprocity. He said:

By the Governor.

remarkable

IdD

L,/

^ £ jJCl

PJUOC to oatrs.

said;

I

it is useless to talk about civil

government until all resistance

a

have attracted attention

»v ADDITION
a OOITTON
IN

Our Manset correspondent sends us j
this week an interesting article concerning the fish business of that town.
isurgiury Mt f.aar .UMoniui.
The Eaat Mac bias post office was entered
It gives an idea of the extent of that
industry in Manset which will be a { by burglars Sunday night. Tbe aafe was
*
completely wrecked, and all tbe mon^y
surprise to those unfamiliar with it.
and stamps were taken.
The aafe door
was blown through the floor above.
OBITUARY.
It Ip believed to be the work of the same
gang that vlaited Buckaport recently.

Now and for a long
time to come, he believes, the island*
will htVA to b« nndpr militarv control
and

all

great possibilities for the silk industry iu this country, and I have included in my estimates #10,000 for the

present time.

STATE OF MAINE.

meetings

••

ALSO, W. a HENDERSON’S ILLUSTRATED PAPERS,

A

have attained

THE WESTCOTES

BEGINS IN THE NOVEMBEB NHMBEH OF ...

|

It is impossible, in the opinion ol
Senator Hale, to talk about civil government for the Philippines at the

m.

taken up.

country, and resulted In the
Inauguration of similar meetings in other
cities. At the closing meeting of the
series held recently, 500 inen from the
Boston & Maine system attended. A
new bureau of soils will require, to special train ran from Haverhill. Proralproperly continue its work, #173,000, | nent clergymen, professions! and business
The investi- men have given their aid to the meetings.
an increase of #82,000.
gations of plant pathology have One of the speakers at the last meeting
reached a point where an extra 858,- was D. J. Flanders, general passenger and
ticket agent of the Boston «& Maine rail000 will be needed to carry on that |
road, who in the coarse of his remarks
In my judgment, there are
work.

that the appropriations for the navy
will be liberal but not extravagant
and the work of increasing the navy
will go on.

on
|

being

The coming winter will he a recordbailding operations in Bar
Harbor and neighboring resorts according to the Bar Harbor Record.

development of the department’s work. “The bureau of forestry will require,” he says, “8260,190,
nearly double last year’s appropriation, for work which is the natural
outgrowth of that already begun. The

evitable.
Charity begins at home,
and it is our place to preserve our own
market for our own people.”
Senator Hale, who is chairman ol
the Senate naval committee, sayt

io
0>t

as

are

•«

HOVEL*

HEW

QUILLER-COUCH'S

for the lob-

Horan's Island

oar

breaker for

natural

grow still stronger.
Naturally, European countries would
like an access to our markets and are
irritated by our tariff, but that is increases

nation

poor

grandson of Hancock county is performing a good work In Haverhill, Mass.
He is Artbnr C. Tapley, ticket agent at
mistaken a local sentiment for a na- the Boston
Maine railroad In that city.
We call him a grandson of
Hsncock
tional opinion.
I county, because his father, John Tapley,
was
a
native of Biooksvllle, one of the
I
Secretary Wilson will ask Congress
“original Tapley*’', a family of sixteen.
for an appropriation for the departArt bur C. Tapley was born in W interport.
ment of agriculture, for the next fisThe particular work which has made Mr.
cal year, of *4,789,540, an increase of
Tapley’s name known in religious circles
practically #1,000,000 over the preced- throughout the country, is the establishthe
neThe
ment of railroad religious services at
secretary says
ing year.
cessity for so great an increase is the Haverhill, which from a small beginning

European

1901

a

fishermen, says
correspondent. Traps

ster

in his judgment “any tariff tinkering
would be most injudicious”. This is
the opinion of the republican members with the exception of a few who,
like Representative Babcock, have

tariff.
we do

shall see much reciprocity legislation
at the coming session of Congress.”
“Are you not afraid that our foreign
market may be affected by adverse

application.

on

to
in

is well enough, but reciprocity in articles that compete with
our own manufactures is an attack or
protection. I do not believe that we

Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 for
50 cents for three months; If
In advance. $1-50, 75 and 38 cents
AH arrearages are reckoned at
per year.
Kates—Are reasonable, and will

own

way

It has been

would have a disquieting
effect on business that would more
than offset any good that might be
accomplished. Maj. Steele, another
member of the committee, states that

subject

the

reciprocity?”

fitta fhiblifi,:ian».

COUNTY 00991P.

Means committee, is confident that no
change is needed, and that to open

as

“Reciprocity, except in natural
products, is impossible, because to
make concessions to foreign nations
to admit their goods free of duty or
at a lower rate of duty is simply an-

PUBLISHED

EVKK>

satisfied with conditions

exist.”
they
“And what about

JOURNAL

AND POLITICAL

1*0*

are

now

Ci|£(ir,

GEO. 5. HARRIS &. CO.,
...BOSTON, MASS,

ANNfll NnFMFNT

$

I

themum reigns supreme.
This flower is now in its

Will Power.
SeH Reliance.

glory. 5

and
TELEPHONE

see

the display.

CONNECTION.

St.,

Boitom"

BOUNTY

$

Stock of the

of

$109 Is due the heirs of soldiers who died
in the array durlog the Civil War.
C.
E3. WADLEIGH,

818 Filth
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ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE 8
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KING
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Control
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Don’t fail to visit the

Street,

MINES

we wish to state the balauce will be offered at

11

Chrysan-

|

Having sold the greater portion of the

nmiUUIIVUIILIll.

CALIFORNIA

j

this mouth the

CO.,
raij <p9iUvi

Sjga.

—

Washington, D. C.

cures.

hereby kitcs notice that
We are rapidly building the largest Cyanide Plant in the worfcl to treat rpUE
du,3r “Pointed admiaia.keeu ®»t*te
°*#
the enormous output of ore. We are building a railroad to connect the
of
Susan
Gray.
Jlfl'°*
mine
JJJJL of Caatine, in the county of Han*
and mill. The work is being energetically pushed forward to
completion, and f5£k,..dec,eM«d;, »«d given bonda aa the
P««on» having demands
drJS**eetate
.Al* of
everything will be in full operation by the first of February next. The mine
said deceased are desired
will earn and pay dividends from the start.
“me for Mttlement. and all
imiEkSFia*9
thereto are requested to make payj»a»bted
Do not delay, but apply at once for prospectus and information to
°*° M WskEBN.
November 5, 1901.
subscriber

LADIES’ TAILORING
and DRESSMAKING
In newest and up-to date
Call and
reasonable.

Prices
convinced.

styleB.
be

MABEL N. JOY,
IS

Mantling Block

Ellavtorth.

MRS.

ISABELL

24!

FRENCH

BUKER

STREET,

CHASE, Agent,

BANCOR,

ME.

Thk

AmtBioAHr^MrSS

*

C,TY MKKTING.

priori a I Resolutions for
mm N. H.
Higgins.

1 PATRICK

1 he

aldermen held a recess meeting last
Friday evening. There were present
Mayor Greely, Aldermen Stuart, Jellison

And

acceptance of the city’s proposition
for electric light contract
removed the
principal reason for the meeting. The
contract aubmttted by
tbe
Etlaworlh
Water Co., according to the terms
agreed
upon, was read, a few minor alterations
made, and tha contract returned to the
company for approval.
Under tbe new contract the
will
arc

and

aeries

aeven

street

city
lamps

j

night

I

|

dow,

old

contract

the

was

by

no

to

seem

familiar with
i in the

the safe which

There in

atancea

I

was

clue, but

be house

un-

ctrcum-

indicate that

someone

implicated

was

robbery.

Tbe exact amount of money stolen is
Mr. Mulbern thinks there

Deputy

schedule.
The city officers will locate the additional street lights. One of t he arc
lights
will be at tbe curve of Grant
street, near
tbe head of the road to the boston Reduction Co. plant. Some of the aeries
lamps will be on Oak street—one probsbiy
6t Lincoln street and another at Church
street. The other lights have not been
located. The new lights will be pat lu at

Patrick Mulhern is about ninetv

Mr.

memo*

Mulbern

was

afraid

of

did not

a

use

least

it.

The safe

was

kept

not

in

!

took the

j

opening

999 times
out of 1,000.

precaution
from

fasten

to

house

the

was

to

forenoon

Your money

After

hprry.

no

the

out

ttie safe

they
the

a
1

you.

absolutely

no

clue

on

now.

PARCHER,
DRUGGIST,

is

nnv

KI.I.SWOKTH, ME.

or

to

near

no

living.

relatives

TURKEYS

Mrs. Estelle

Kay Wiggin

visited rela-

I tlves in Eden last week.
These tut key a we Ureas ourselve*.
The supply Is llmtud, better order at

Everett Tinker, who has been working the past summer at Northeast Harbor,

once.

has arrived home.

-—

We have all the 'MUInV*
Including cucum
her*, radishes, lettuce and celery, not to mention sweet potatoes and all the regulation vegc

remainder.
stone Is
beached

Mrs. Janie Kemick and little

—

son

Aliie,

spending the summer at
L. Rem let’s, have returned to their

who have been
W.

home in

expected

The

Bangor.

How Arr Yonr Kidneys f
Dr. Hobbs' Sparturas Plllscnroall kidney Ills. Pam.
le free Add Merlins Kerned Co..Cbicuaoor N. Y

"Victory”,

Indian Point.

on

Frye’s dwelling house, with
stable, on High street near

Fred A.

small shed and

brook, was burned last Thursday
morning at 2 30 o’clock. Nothing was

Card’s

saved from
:

tbe house.

The tire

0 ♦0*V»0*C>*0#0»0»0»0»0*04040 *

IMt iKMNeKM NeMN HMO

TALKING!
$16

to

new

fall suits for

jf

business men areliound to lie very popular. 5
They have so much style; they are so well x
made, the materials are so good, and they ♦
look so well that every good dresser will «

prices on them are
reasonable, ranging from $() to #111.
The

very 9
O

?

GOOD EVERY DAY SUITS

From $6 to $7. $

2

We don’t want simply to sell you; we
want to please you so well that you’ll come
back the very next time you have a clothing
need. We want permanent, not transient,
customers, and therefore confine ourselves
to the most reliable cloth and the best of

X

tailoring.

X

IF YOU DON’T WANT YOUR
CLOTHES TO WORRY YOU

x

5

*

♦

|

|

few feet from tbe

badly

scorched.

burning building,

The

Bnow

|

_FOR*
MONEY

BACK if you

are not

9

In the item in last week’s American

re-

ham vesterdav

announces

Cbinanfu, in

her safe arrival

the interior of

from which the missionaries

were

China,

wards

Ho far

possible,

aa

each vlaitor will have

by the Boxer uprising. Her house and
hospital had been looted, many things
were missing, and others damaged so as to
She has received the indem-

be useless.

nity paid by the government for her
losses, and hopes soon to be as comfortably

situated

as

before the disturbance.

guard of soldiers has been strengthened, and she believes danger has passed
The

for the

present.

K. H. Young, of Hancock, was in Ellsworth yesterday, returning from a trip up
river after furs. He had with him two

skius,

handsome fox
This

is

Young
both

oue a

the second silver
has

were

obtained

silver

gray.
fox Mr.

gray

this season, and
Desert

caught on Mt.
bring fancy prices.

These skins

island.
In

the

maoy years Mr. Young has been buying
furs, he has baudled only about ten silver
gray foxes, and all but one of these came
from Mt. Desert island in the last eight
This is just the openiug of
or ten years.

here, but Mr. Young says
the outlook Is good.

the fur

|

season

|

|

danger.
in the

promptly

the child

Mrs.
room

and

To this end the board of directors

re-

was

in

imminent

McGown, who was alone
with the child, acted

courageously.

First

moving the child from danger, she seized
blazing lamp and threw it into the
bathroom. Then taking the child from
the room, where the Are was still burning,

she gave the alarm. The Are
extinguished but not until the

was

Tastes Good

soon

bedroom

and bathroom, with contents, were badly
damaged. The loss is estimated at fl50 or
|200; covered by insurance. By a curious
coincidence, about the same time, Mr.
McGown’s father, James A. McGown,
who was down stairs in the house, was
having bis own troubles with an exploding lamp and a woolly toy dog which
caught Are from it. There was little damage, except to the dog.

And

eating

is

simply perfunc-

tory— done because it must be.
This is the

common

to the district visitor in whose ward

the

applicant live*. When tbla is not convenient, If word le left with the secretary

headquarters, room 18, Manning block, on Tuesday, Thursday or Sator

at

urday

the

aflernoous,

the

promptly investigated.
earnestly requested that

will

case

be

it

Further,

is

each person who

willing to cooperate in this work shall
keep this list of visitors for future referis

Next Sunday, Nov. 24, a Thanksgiving
offering will be taken iu every church for
the benefit of the Associated Charities.
All money thus received, as well as all
money entrusted to the society, will be
used for beuevoleot work only, not for
the

running expenses.
Mabel

Monaghan

at Lewiston.

Monday evening tbe Boston philharmonic sextette, with Miss Mabel Monaghan as soprano soloist, gave a concert at
Lewiston under the

auspices

Union, of that city. Of Miss Monaghan’s performance the Lewiston Journal

Hood’s Sarsaparilla cured the niece of
Frank Fay, 106 N. St., South Boston. Mass.,
who writes that she had been a srreat sufferer
from dyspepsia for six years: had been with*
out .appetite and had been troubled with sour
stomach and headache. She had tried many
other medicines in vain.
Two bottles of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla made her well.

Promises to

and keeps the
promise. Don’t wait till you are
worse, but buv a Iwttle todav.
cure

~

Rust brook.

Tbe schools
last week.

throughout the town closed

Mrs. M. E. Lawrle has gone to
ville to cook in the lumber camp
husband, Robert Lawrie.

Unionof her

News was received here last week of the
death of Mrs. Annie Clark, who has been
for years in the insane asylum.
The light fall of snow of last week
proved a boon to the hunters. There are
many In towu. Several deer have been
killed.
Greenwood grange held a special meetIng Nov. 16 to entertain County Deputy
John Dorlty, of Hluehill. Some very entertaining remarks were made by Brother
Dorlty. Refreshments were served.
Nov. 18.
Hancock.

P. G. Wooster writes to The American

CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
Friday evening at 7.30, prayer and conference meeting.
Sunday, Nov. 24—Morning service at
Collection in aid of tbe Associated
Charities. Sunday school at 11.45. Even10 30.

ing service at 7.
CN1TARIAN.

Coar, pastor.
Sunday, Nov. 24—Morning service
10 30.
Subject: “Associated Charities
Rev. A. U.

Ellsworth.”

Sunday school at 11 45.

at
of

Re-

view.

Tuesday evening, at 7.30, teachers’
meeting at home of Mrs. Wiggin.
Wednesday afternoon, 3 o’clock, meeting of Woman’s Alliance in the church

parlors. Subject for discussion: “Important Philanthropic and Charitable Institutions.”
BAPTIST.

David Kerr, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7 30, prayer meeting.
Free music class at close of meeting.
Sunday, Nov. 24—Morning service at
Sermon by the pastor. Subject:
10.30.
“An Old-Fashioned Thanksgiving Family Gathering.” Sunday school at 12 m.
Evening praise
Junior C. E. at 6 p. in.
and preaching service at 7.
Subject:
Rev.

“Thanksgiving.”

1

city.”

They Work While You Sleep.

BOHN.
AUSTIN—At South Itruok.Villi', Nov 13, to Mr
and Mrs James Austin, a daughter.
ALLEN—At Sedgwick, Nov 11, to Mr and Mrs
Jasper I* Allen, a daughter, f Bernice Selina

West.]

BRAQDON-At Franklin, Nov 12, to Mr and
Mrs Henry Brandon, a daughter.
BROWN—At Swan’s Island, Nov 12. to Mr and
Mrs Charles Browu, a daughter.
BROWN—At Surry. Nov 17. to Mr and Mrs

Joseph Brown,

a

J

Manning.]

XABBUQI.
BROWN—8PENCKR— At Ellsworth, Nov ltt, by
Rev George W Avery, Miss Nellie K Brown to
Bert Spencer, both of Ellsworth.
BRYANT-PERKINS—At Penobscot, Nov 17.
by Rev E K Drew, M1»s Lucy M Bryant, of
Herman, to Percy M Perkins, of Penobscot.
GRINDLE— BENNKTT— At Orland. Nov 13, by
Rev Howard l» French, Miss Marlon 8 Grin
die to Eruest L Bennett, both of Orland.
IIA Y WA RD—ANDERSON—At Hancock. Nov
13, by Rev (i H Salley, Mrs little K Hayward
to Charles J Anderson, both of liar Harbor.
SARGENT—MURPHY—At Lsinoine, Nov 18,
by N It Coolidge, esq, Miss .Sarah B Sargent to
Robert P Murphy, both of Lamolne
TRASK—STAPLES—At At'antlc, Nov 12, by
Levi B Joyce, esq. Miss Freda M Trask to
Howard Staples, both of Atlantic.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, Nov. 24—Morning service at
10.30. Thanksgiving sermon by pastor.
Sunday school at 11.45. Junior league, 3
p. m. Epworth league service at 7.
Tuesday evening at 7.30, class meeting.
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2.30 p. in.;

Thanksgiving

sermon.

Zinc and Grinding Make
Devoe Lead and Zinc Paint wear twice
as lead and oil mixed by hand.—Advt.

as

MARINE LIST.

|t>

M.

A.

4 00
7 40
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11 37, 6 22
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6 40
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8 fo..
9 30, 12 4ft

7 27

Tickets for All Points South and Watt
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket offletf

n

Passengers are requested to procure tickets
t efore entering the train, and especially KLls*
'orthto Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager*
1 E. BOOTHSY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*t«

v

BOSTON AND BANCOR

J*

Steamship Company.
WINDER

RATES.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FARES.
•3.00 Bar Harbor to Koatoii.
Fare between
Reduced from
ar Harbor & Boston.
$4 CO to $3 00
s sal Harbor A Bos*on,
8 8*
2 90
3 80
oriheast Harbor & Boston,
2 80
g authwest Hsrlior A Boston,
3 75
2 7ft
s tonlngton A Boston,
3 00
2 25
The price of room®, accommodating two per* >ns each, will be reduced from L 00 and ftl.50
$ 1.50 ana $i .no each.
Stearmr "Mt Desert”, Capt
F L Wlnteritham, leaves Bar Haruor Mondays, Wedncsd tys and Saturdays at 10 a m, touching at Seal
1 arbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor
a id Stonington, and connect lug at Rockland
* ltb steamer for Boston.
RETURNING.
From
5 p ni.
From

Boston, Mondays and Thursdays at

Rockland, Tuesdays and Fridays at
f aom 5 to 6 a m. touching at Stonington, Southv eat Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Har*■ ur.
E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

[
1

loci, Blaebill & Eilswortb Sleamlrt Co.

Commencing Saturday, Nov 2, 1901, steamer
.Juliette" leaves Rockland upon arrival of

teamer from Bo-ton not before Sam, Tuesavs, Thur days and Saturdays as follows: For
I )ark Harbor, ♦Northwest Harbor, *Eggemog1 ln, tSoiith Brooksville,
Sargentvllle, North

I

Jeer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklin, fWest Tremont,
louth Bluehlll, Bluehlll, Surry, Ellsworth.
RETURNING.
Leave Ellsworth (stage to Surry), at 6 a m,
lurry at 7 a m, Mondays, Wednesdays and Frilays for Rockland via landings as above noted,
onnectingat Rockland with steamer for Bos-

! on.
<

* Will .and
going Fast Thursdays and Saturlays, going West Mondays and Fridays,
t Will la ml going Fast Tuesdays, and going
Vest Wednesdays.
O. A. CROCK KTT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
rord at 27 Hancock strtet, Ellsworth (telephone
onnection).

SlSbrrtisrmcnta.

FURnFuRE

MADE

NEW.

I have ample facilities for repairing and renovating old furniture.
I keep on hand many styles of coverings, and many more samples to
select from.

HAIR

MATTRESSES MADE
GOOD

AS

NEW.

UNDERTAKING.
L.

W.

JORDAN.

Ellsworth.

CHAMBER SETS.
ASM—full suites for $19.00; hard to
beat this. We have them also in Oak,
Maple and Birch. Latest Styles.
Lowest Prices.

COUCHES.
A large line of new patterns.
Coverings In velour, tapestry, plush" and
leather. This Is none too early to begin to thigh about Christmas.

OF

Straw Mattings &
DINING ROOM
FURNITURE.
E. J. DAVIS,

long

......

fio 44
11 04
1110
11 15

A. a.
9 00
r. a.
14 40

A. M A.
fi or* 10
« oft
10
« 12 in
ffi 84 10
1‘
4*
ft 49 10
f« 69 10
7 18 11

No. 1 Franklin Street,

SALE

9 50

1 Ellsworth.

DIKD.

SPECIAL

9 10
9flH
10 <8
10 17
flO 47

fStop on signal or notice to Cond actor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
and from Portland, Boa*

CONDON—At Trenton, Nov 15, Mrs Ella Con
don, aged i>5 yearB.
JELLISON—At Franklin. Nov 15, Mrs Mary J
JelllBon, aged 79 year*. 3 month*.
KEEF—At Hancock, Nov 13, Mra Susie M Keef,
aged 20 years, 1 month, 1 day.
Nov 14, Ml**
M’MULLAN—At
Ellsworth,
Minnie E McMullan, aged 20 years, 6 months.
SYLVESTER-At Sedgwick, Nov 8. Mrs Hannah Sylvester, aged 70 years, 2 months, 15 days.

STbbrrtisnnmte.

9 jn

* •alns on Main Line to
1 >n and St. John.

son.

BRIDGES—At MInturn, Nov 12, to Mr anti Mrs
James I. Bridges, a BOH.
EATON—At Little Deer Isle, Nov 8, to Mr ami
Mrs Obedlah Eaton, a son.
EMERSON—At Stonlngton, Nov 9, to Mr and
Mrs Frank M Emerson, a daughter.
MACOMBKR—At Seal Harbor, Ort 28. to Mr
amt Mrs F H Macomber, a son. [Frederick II]
MORRISON—At Bayslde (Trenton), Nov 7, to
Mr ami Mrs Joseph Morrison, a daughter
NOYES—At Stonlngton, Nov 8, to Mr and Mrs
Benjamin L Noyes, a mr«
STINSON—At Corea, Nov 6, to Mr and Mrs John
W Stinson, a daughter.
SYLVESTBR-At Stonlngton. Nov II, to Mr
and Mrs Fred L 8> Ivester, a daughter.
WARD WELL—At I'enolmcnl, Nuv 13, to Mr
and M rs Ray H Ward well, a daughter.
WESCOTT—At West Brooksvllle, Nov ’3,to Mr
Hnd Mrs Herbert Wescott, a son. [Harvey

7

M
00

11 00

ortlan..

J

Pasadena, Cal., under date of Nov.
12, as follows: “Harvey H. Coggins, of
South Hancock, arrived here yesterday.
He seems well pleased with the country.
To-day he accompanied bis uncle Phil to
Santa Monica.
Mr. Coggins will spend
the winter in this

10
9 17
9

I

1

|p.

IANGOR.
Ex. St.
; langor,
irewer Junction
lolden.
.akc House.
‘ frecL Lake.
lcolln
iilsworth Fall*.
1LLSWORTH
Pash’gton Jc.
ranklln Road.
I lancock.
faukeag, 8. Fy.
[t. Desert Ferry.
g ulllvaq.
g orrento.
1 IAR HARBOR.I

All welcome.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Mr. Simouton.

1 loston.

from

as a

NOTES.

I

......

BANGOB TO BAR HARBOR.

B.

was

CHURCH

4
4 4ft
4 fto
4 57
S 0"

..'.
U S'»
Ferry.
11 26|
Vaukeag, 8. Fy
►It Desert

Hood’s Sarsaparilla \

South

M |P. M. p. a.
10 goj X IS.

A.

j kirrento.!.|
luIMvan

dyspeptic.
If eating sparingly would cure
dyspepsia, few would suffer from I
it long.
The only way to cure dyspepsia, I
which is difficult digestion, is to j
give vigor and tone to the stomach
and the whole digestive system.

While your mind and body rest Cassaid:
carets Candy Cathartic repair your
"To many one of the most Interesting episodes
digestion, your liver, your bowels,
of this concert was the appearance of Miss Ma
them in perfect order. Genuine
bolle Monaghan, the accomplished young lyric put
Never sold
soprano of Ellsworth. Miss Monaghan will he tablets stamped C. C. C.
remembered as the "sweet-voiced soprano” who in bulk.
All druggists, ioc.
heralded some years ago in these columns
talented young Binger of promise. That
prediction has been fulfilled In many ways.
"Miss Monaghan possesses that winsome, unaffected stage presence that attracts an audience at once. As she came forward to the front
of the stage, very effectively growned, she was
greeted by the many, foremost among them being those who heard her In her highly succesfi
ful solo appearances at the recent Maine music
festival. Her vocalization of the Donlzettaarla
showed the flexibility of her voice, its purity
anil marked elegance of tone production, its
very unusual truthfulness to the pilch and its
splendid technical attainments, all to excellent
advantage. The encore piece of the vigorous
and Insisted recall and the ‘Irish Folk Song'
did the same.
“but it was only in the dainty ‘Land of Nod'
and in the famous Melba vehicle, 'The Charmlug bird,’ that she appeared to her full vocal
height when she gave the tremendously dlflicult
arpeggios, trills and high staccatos of the David
selection with fine success. The applause was
long and pronounced, and she repeated the
latter portion with equal effectiveness.”

BAH HARBOR TO BANGOR.
UR HARBOR.

lancock
II *
rrankl1n Road
11 87
5 07
Vash’xtonJe. II 49 fft 18
EI.I.SWORTII
11 Mi
5 *»
Ellsworth Fall*. tl* 0
5 81
ft 48
ilcolln
*14 14
•reen Lake.jf!4 U
ft 54
.ake House.*14 91 16 0.!
lolaen
6 10
fl4 88
Irewer June
14 .> 6 On
langor. Ex.St. 1 Oft ft 87
tANGOR, M.C. 1 10 6 4
p. M. A. a
( *ortland..
9u
; 5 8ft
1 loaion.
9 05
ft 57

of tbe Musi-

cal

(J

Sttambsitr

Commencing Oct. 1 4, 1901.

complaint of

the

---.—-

quests that cllitena shall not give clothes
or money to unknown persons at the door
or on the street, but shall report each case

re-

the

KailroaUf inB

Nothing

as

charge of that part of the ward In which
hOT home la
located. Tbla districting
cmnp etc* the organisation of the society,

driven

There was asllght Are at the home of M.
q Y. McGown on Church street Sunday
5 evening, under circumstances which cause
♦ congratulations that there were no more
S Berious consequences. The infant daughter of Mr. aod Mrs. McGown pulled a
X table scarf, upsetting a lamp, which fell
to the floor beside the child. The oil

HERE|

satisfied.

Dr. Mary L. Burn-

v

P»RKE«|“—j
(clothing co.,
W. R.

was

the roof

on

garding the State pomological society, a
slight error appeared. E. W. Wooster,
of Hancock Point, is not a member of tbe
executive committee of the society, but
is the Hancock county member of the
board of trustees.
Mr. Wooster hopes
that arrangements can be made to have
the next meeting of the State society in
Ellsworth, at Hancock hall. He will see
authorities
with
the city
regard to
engaging the hail, and also tbe hotel
keepers tor reduced rates usually allowed

5 ignited, and

COME
THEM

|

sup-

posed to have caught about the chimney.
dwelling house of Sabin Jellison, only

back at

want a suit.

is

The

A letter received from

$6

when all the

out, will be brought up river and

in other cities.

aDomiBimnuB.

THEY’RE

Ancargo.
to take the

soon

catching fire. Tbe
fire companies did not go to the fire, as it
was beyond tbe reach of hydrants.
Tbe
loss is about |750; insurance, |300.

MOUITI OK TIIK ItlVKIt.

FOR THANKSGIVING.

"Victory’s”

not take all the
other vessel is

doubtless saved it from

He is in poor health.

MARKET.

different

hearing this

put in here three weeks ago, leaking, and
has since been lying on the fiat near Bonsey’s wharf. The "Lucy Bell” is loaded,
and will sail for Boston to-day.
She did

a

ripHCrintinn.

Mulhern lias

guard

at

morning
before Judge Peters, of the
municipal
court, Hardison was found not guilty,
and discharged. Carter and Qrindle paid
fines of f3 and costs each.
The schooner "Lucy Bell” arrived Friday from Boston to take the stone from
the Ellsworth schooner "Victory”, which
At the

driving.

re-

give

will stand

one

The young men created a disturbance by noisy conduct aud reckless

a

enough to identify them

near

on

conduct.

someone

It

camp for

Hardison, of Franklin, were arrested yesterday by Constable John H. Bresnahan,
charged with drunkenness aud disorderly

which to

young man returning from
a dance at 3 o’clock this morning, saw
three men in the vicinity, but was not

ported that

in

Haro{d P. Carter, of West Ellsworth,
Qrindle, of Oriand, and Harry

pasture to the main road, where they
There is

were

Alvin

could not be followed further.

Your home ought to contain a bottle j work, except the suspicion that
of reliable cough medicine at all sea- in the vicinity is implicated.

they

game of pitch, a big buck
the meadow, and went into
Hereafter when these young
a

in camp,
the door.

money, took it outside, and sat down on
a wheelbarrow in the yard to divide the
spoils. From here their tracks led across

fails to

a

men are

in

were

covered many miles in the
tramp after deer without

While

the woods.

shed.

containing

opening

drawer

They

out

came

indicate that there

burglars.

in

dinner aud

the door
the

who

men

young
spent
days last week at "Moss hurst "camp
on the "Back Meadow”, were the victims
of a mean joke by a sportive buck deer

seeing any.

opened.

snow

three of the

j took

tables.

1

few

Friday. They

shed, the burglars had no
get the money.
They first

Tracies in the
were

DAVIS’

j

I Then the box which enclosed the safe was
t opened by removing the hinges, and the

LEADING

1

people generally.

nree Jbiiawortn

Once in the

unlocked safe

NATIVE

national.

thoroughly familar with the

was

trouble to

Cures

THE

Mrs.

benevolent and
undenomiIts cost is borne by
tbe

is

churches and benevolent

j

particularly

the

Ward 1. Mra. K. K. Howe, Pine street; Mrs.
H L. Wiggin. High -trret. Mrs. Fred Blaladell,
Ml-* Laoaorm Higgins, Water street; Mrs.
Chari** Smith, Bay side.
Ward t. Mr*. A W. Clark, Park street; Mrs.
Josephine Farrell, Church street; Mrs. Lynwood Cu-hman, Fourth ttreet; Mrs. El bridge
Mltllken, Main atreet.
Ward S. Mrs
Hattie Hastings, Mrs. AlI* he us Moore, Kllsworth Falls; Mrs. Churles F.
Hollins, Green Lake.
Want 4
Ml** Mary Ann Grlndell, Shore
v Flood, old Bangor road; Mrs.
road. Mrs
I.oul*a Mo,re. North Kllsworth; Mrs. Mary
Nlcoitn.
Bate*,
Ward t. Mr*. B**t**ri Holmes, Maple street;
Mr*. Hoary Gould, West Main street; Mrs. Asa
I. Bam>
Hollardtown ; Mrs.
Isaac Avery, West Kllsworth.

a

work

savings

i house.

Cough Syrup

takes

banks, so kept his money at the house.
For this purpose he bought a safe.
Fearing be would forget the combination, be

j at

PARCHER.

of the year and

!

for

follow*:—

Friday.

where

Sunday.

religious census of the city, i
I which is published for the hem tit of the j snd all now that is necessary to give Ellaof money. He lived with Mrs. E. C. Hill; I churches.
If in visiting the bouses be | worth a
benevolent society, as well
there Is one other occupant of the honse, finds a family without a bible and too! equipped aa those of large cltte*. is the co(
who is also well along In years.
The operation of ihecltlsena.
poor to buy one, be gives them one.
|

of age. By industry, and investment of
his earnings, be has amassed a large sum

Zftbcrtisnnmw.

cure

held

were

J. L. Corson, a missionary of the Bible
society of Maine, is making a canvass of
Ellsworth. In the course of his work he

vears

the main house, but in a shed.
It was
For the first time in many years a member of
enclosed in a large box, to which there
the board of aldermen has been taken away
by was a door fastened with chain and
paddeath. Hon. Nehemlah II. Higgins, alderman
from ward 1, and president of the board, uied lock. The fact that Mr. Mulbern kept
the money In the house was known to
Nov. 9,1901.
The members of this hoard, who knew him In
everyone in the vicinity.
Its councils and deliberations, realize, more
The burglars entered the shed by rethan
(he general public, how val- moving a pane of glass from the window
fully perhaps
uable a citizen the city has lost- His judgment and
shoving back the catch. An attempt
In matters of public concern was Mound, and
had first been made to reach the catch by
his vote Invariable was for that which he conaider* d for the public good.
boring. The auger was dull, evidently,
While thus recognizing (he city’s loss, the
members of this board realizes also a personal i and the burglars adopted the quicker way
loss in tne death of oue whose friendship they
of removing the pane.
The catch was
haa enjoyed.
1 >cated at one side of the window, and
Rraolvrd, That as testimonv of our esteem,
not in the usual place, and the fact that
this brief memorial bo inscribed on the city
records, and an expression of our sympathy t he
burglars knew just where to bore for
extended to the bereaved family.
it is one circumstance that one of them

if it

Funeral services

Interment was at Dexter,
Perkins formerly resided.

Sheriff D. L.

f4,000.

once.

sons

child.

f8,000 to flO.OOO in tbe safe;
fields, of Ellsworth,
who investigated tbe robbery, thinks
there may have been less, perhaps f3.000 to
from

was

pointed

Mrs. Abble Perkins, formerly of Ellsworth, died last Wednesday night In
Bangor, aged about seventy-seven years.
8he has been in poor health some time.
Mrs. Perkins lived in Ellsworth about
twenty years, moving to Bangor with
her daughter, Mrs. Dora Hopkins, two
Mrs. Hopkins was her only
years ago.

win-

a

In Churches

District visitors of the Associated
Charities, of Ellsworth, have been ap-

resulted.

not known.

moonlight

The board passed the following
rial to the late Alderman Higgins:

opened

and

locked.

payable monthly.
Under the old contract, the library and high school were
not Included.
The new contract
for
street lights la on the all-night
schedule;
tbe

was

The thieves

early this morning.

or

entered the sited of the bouse

for

lighting, and Hancock halt, tbe
city library, high school and engine
house will be
lighted, for fl.HOOa year,

Offering

badly smashed. The other team was
not damaged. The other accident
hapAFRAID OF SAVINGS BANKS, HE KEPT pened on Water street.
C'spt. John W.
of Bluebill, colli lea with a team
Kane,
MONEY IN HOUSE—AN EASY JOB
driven by a young mail named Garland.
FOR THE THIEVES.
Mr. Kane's buggy was overturned, and
be was caught under it in such a
way he
Ea8T Sullivan, Nov. 16 (special)
could not extricate himself until the
Patrick Mulbern, of East Sullivan, was
was righted.
No serious damage
robbed of several thousand dollars last buggy

Brady.

District Visitors—Thanksgiving

Mat of

LOST SEV-

MULHERN

^tofccrtisnnmta.

ASSOCIATED CHARITIES.

Continued from page t.

ERAL THOUSAND DOLLARS.

The

get 24

ROBBERY. LOCAL AFFAIRS.

j SULLIVAN

Airier-

No. 1 Franklin Street,

Rugs
Ellsworth.

CHINA CLOSETS,
SIDEBOARDS,
^♦O*0*C*O*O*O#O#O*O*Q#O#©V
DINING TABLES
EDWIN M. MOORE,
£
5
dealer In all kinds of
+
and CHAIRS.
S Freak, salt. Smoked and
Dry

Ellsworth Port.

ARRIVED

Friday, Nov 15
Scb Lucy lien. Martin, Boston
Sch K A Whitmore, C’lossou, Northeast Harbor
Sch Kentucky, Sinclair, Surry
Saturday, Nov 1®
Sch Lulu W Eppea, Jordan, Boston
Sch lileuzt, Cloaeon, Stonlngton
Sch Samuel Lewis, Pratt, Boston
Sch Sadie Corey, McDonough, New York, coal,
F S Lord
Sch Lydia Webster, Dolllver, Bar Harbor
Sch Ann C Stuart, Ray, Bar Harbor
Sunday, Nov 17
Sch Lavolta, Whittaker, Boston

Everybody knows that my
by far the largest, my styles

stock is
the best
and my prices the lowest, but this sale
offers unusual opportunities to all
who wish to add to or improve the
furnishing of their dining-room.
You can afford to try me and see.

C. R. FOSTER,
Telephone Connection.

|

fish.

^
;

|

s

Haddock, Halibut, Blueash.J
J2 Cod,
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallope, 2
O

O

32 Main Street, j J

Lobsters and Finnan

Haddies.

Q

Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge, P
'9
ELLSWORTH, MB.

fam Al>
IA« 11*
aU lk« »4A.
•*«*<'
(DAB

It,

*

...

M if

m

•rf* fc*

ra

fwt ow
liM nj

m»

[ii>

ft* a*U2%tu->
aw■

hoaiw with

tn

as medical

Wednesday

old.

udenta.

•

Allen Law lor la

lory but la

new

o!am-diggers,
ployed.

as

running bia eftnm U
ha* hampered hy loch ol

otherwise

are

many

am

Jacob Ma o, Jr., nae returned from the
*rtland. somewhat
bo-> its! at
beneQted b. hla month** treat:' ^nt, j*«

Harry Gilley
c«*«

Maywood and Char l*e Anderson were
»y Ber. ttenrg* H. Halley at the
torn of the bride* brother, A. I. Pom.
There wees present Opt. K. N. Pam and
wtte.Opt.O W Pom and wife, C. E.
Htrattonand wife. A I Pam and wtte.and
N. H. Page. Mr. and Mr* Anderson will
rmid* In tbs boom formerly owned by A,
r. ram. which they her* porch—a.

place

la

*ge,

turued to
Her

borne

her

1*

In

by

tilled

Stevens

ol

The Congregational sewing circle met
at the parsonage with
Tuesday of last week.

appointed,

Mm.

Walker

Committee*

or

wen

and

plans for the fair and mIi
It was decided to hole
the fair on the evening of Dec. 5.
AT
who feel disposed to help am invited t<
were

discussed.

oontribute

one

or

more

articles

for tb<

•ale.

Three Southwest Harbor boys left Issi
Boston to seek employment foi
the winter—Frank Gilley, who will worl
week for

at his trade

as

who has had

a

plumber; Rodney

Clark

commercial school

rour-i

In my news letter last week 1 tried tc
tell of the improved nealth of Mrs. Vw?*
a seven

cold, and of the visit of her sister •* «1
husband, but our good friend dldn t know
herself under the name of lira. Elizabeth
Benson, the type-setter bad given her. and

MM

Hinckley

:s a:

re-

home.

Judg
Iasi

E. E.

wide on

Cha-t

from

went

to

i

operation

few

a

minute*

Cmateerri

<*he

is

I

Mrs. Maud

Hutchins, of

cock, la housekseper for E
Jowtih
from H
1

lw

Whita

*ut

has

North

B.

Norrise, wno

Pendleton

Monday

for

has

bouse for

Bucksport.

been

cooking at

over a

S.

hta

year, left

G. Hinckley

Frank Bunker,
Mom

Deer seem to be plentiful iu Biuehiil.
Among the successful hunters .as*, week
were Eugene Leach, Oscar Billiogs. Fred
Harden, Walter Butler and Forest Snow.
Nov. 18.
Bp. z

Berry

gies to

Bangor to-u«y

aas

returned from

a

Capt. John £. L:ascott and wife have
tion of their

to

all.

Mrs. Lizzie Saunders, who has been
boarding with Mrs. Henry Bartlett during the summer, is at present housekeeper

Capt. G. B. Hodgkins.
Capt. Charles Hodgkins

for

went

to Bos-

ton Monday to look after the interest of
r^Jtooner “Lillian Woodruff’', Capt. Farnham, which recently arrived in that port
from Africa.

Nov. 14.

H.

Center.

George

Dunton and

Harry Seavey

were

in town last week.
Flora Stewart, of Bar Harbor, is
spending a few days with her father,
William H. Clinkard.
Mrs.

Vilda Stanley, who baa been stopping
four
at Mrs. James Eaton’s the past
weeks, has returned home.
School has closed after a most profitable
term of eight weeks, taught by Miss
Mary Leith, of Southwest Harbor. The
prizes offered at the beginning of the
school were awarded to Silva and Gladys
Miss Leith will attend the
Higgins.
Caatine normal school this winter.
H.
Nov. 18.
_

great English authority. Dr. W. Gordon
Stabiea, urges travelers to always carry a bettie of ooid tea as a preventive against fatigue.
The sealed lead packets of Chase ft San Horn’s
Tea are finely adapted for this use-

of

.•*

j

O.

Grant's

hot*!

and

BorkUnd. to rem*l»t ool
longer.

in

a

Hodgkin*.
UmolM, ha* »et
-tone* at the grave of Abram K and A*a
D. Stanley, George N Spur Ing and Mr.
Rufus

<

f

Kva

M.

Stanley, also

a

(’apf

Meltlab J. Ricb*r

-.

Robert

Atkina

baa

m

o

monument

|.»r

bor

place for

home from

bla

family

trkn.s

I, d.

•» p-r,. rer
and energy in t#u,Id .gl .r i. ns ,if a
house, during tbe summer
aril—, at a
time too when tile time >at nearly an

for

a

short time.

a

Nov. 18.

P.

M.

Allssitc.

thia

are

still

an

iu

fleblng.
H. Bulger

Med
ford, Mae,., tbe peit three week*, but is
at Bootbbay Harbor visiting be,
brother, Capt. Benjamin H. Spurt I us
She will be joined there by l.er
.ter.
Mrs

Emma

be* been

in

now

Mrs.

Auguata S. Candage. Afteetn.de/.

visit

they

wilt return borne.

Capt

-put

ling will accompany them.
The Chion meeting house bare baa been
greatly improved in appearance by palm
the work being done by Bred Busier A Co.,
of Northeast Harbor. Andrew C. Wheelwright had it done ahji Is expense. During tbe past seven years Mr. Wheelwright
and wife have been liberal donora to tba
old church building, and have not only

contributed largely in a pecuniary way
but have also given of their time and Influence for the beneSt of the paople.
Rev. Cherlee Whittier preached in both
churcbee in town Sunday in tba lnteveet
of tbe M. M.

society,

of

which

ha ia

the

Maine, Ha called the atagent
tention of the people to tbe fact that for
the last seven years the society bad assisted this town to tbe amount
of|300 annually, and asked the people to raise this
coming year |50. It is suggested that tbe
old Union sewing circle here organize
with this purpose in view.
Nov. 18.
R.

Nov. 18.

Ark.

last week

Cove.

party of young people from tbta
place spent a very pleasant evening at the
A

Is

<

Friday.

in Marlboro

for

Thorton is very ill.

while.

a

begins this morning.

School

Sadie

Mias

Mo I Ian is teacher.

recent illness.

Bangor

at

wit

last

Cousins went to

week, and each

Green and William

is

from

returned

purchased

Howard have

fishing trip

a

down

to

Esgte Island.
iseymor*
hand while

She Is

teaching

now

bis mother.

Gordon.

Perkins, who lost bis right
empoyed at ijuaktr Hill, Cl.,

evening, Nov.
Mrs. E.

Kumill is

having improve*
merits and repairs made on her cottage.
The csrpenter work is being done by
Messrs. Burr aud Moore, of Bar Harbor,
and the paiuting, graining etc.,by Messrs
Liscomb and Couary, of Beal Harbor.
Nov. 14.
S.
_

Mrs. Lettie B. Kumill

joined

E. Freeman

The

sociable

the

was

a

Thanks

success.

stew.

Nov. 18.

P.

Dnlliatn.

|

n

Joseph
daughter,

Mrs. Fred Black
son.

|
j
|

farm

|

visiting

telalivts

County Deputy, John L. Dorily of
Btuehlll, w ith bta wife, visited Century grange Nov 9.

Town.
his

and moved bis

farm

Sargent, ul North Lamoille
visiting iv.atiru* here Ibe peel

Mm Ion

Jslltoon will eooo move bom* (rom
North Sulllvsu, w nsiv L* be* been living
lor the peat lie >rare.
Hubert Uem tell for I'oionvUle lest
week, alien be expect* to put * crew of
In* woods lumbering.

Honker, ol Wekt Sullivan, has purt-b eM tt.e Uiwn l*ot«t( f.rn., receutly
occupied by A. H. Bunker, who died a
e

»

.01* tune

ago.

Nov 11

R.

eaoss
Mrs gary

vor

to

quits III.

lagan bar* Monday, taught by
Mm Ileal b, vl Seal Cove.
Mr*
a

Malms Newman

sek but
M

M

was

qalt*

III

last

better

Jess!* Homer no* begun knot ber
et srbnol at Norwood’* U ve.

os

term

Mrs J.B.rs.i.

Terra*, ol naan s Island,
bora by I be llloeae
ul War mother, Hr* Morey Dottvwr.
earns

tost

am

rolled

Mm Aim* Datives cease henn Iron
Rhode Island toot a sad. a bar* aba bn*
base « siting
bar stoter,
Mr*. Jaaws
Ben net
No*.
hour.

Id._

«arra*

Seldoa awHb to at boats from Buaton
s abort elall to hto let bar C. J. Smith

fan

lly to

la bto
Tbe

new
sc

miff at Milo.

hooner

-Napoleon

baa

(totobod

mill KOchluery for K.G Barn
bam and tobaa a load of Say and wand to
Henry Tracy at South west Harbor.

aoloddlag
Wo*. Id.

Ann
_

IcAMMbd.

lire. A.

H. Hull ba* don* to Monroe la
vtolt bar eea, Dr. H. A. Holt.

Capt. A. U. Holt bud wile retaruad
from South Uoaldeboro aa not or day.
Tbe factory being rteaad for tbe winter,
they will remain at Capt. Holt * old borne
bora.

Friends ol Georg* Brook*, a former
resident ol tbu town, will be leteraetod
to learn that bto boelnem place la Boston
ha* boon recently destroyed by Sr*.
Nov. ta.
T.

reiaer.

Tne w hooping cough has c aimed < ue
l'ttte victim
1 he ii fant son of Mrs.
Lulu Heed d*ed Sunday afternoon at tie

Her friends wta’j
lorat Ion to health.

will

her

speedy

dragging

is all right, if you are too fat;
and all wrong, if too thin already.

Fat, enough
healthy; a little

bouse of

new

came

borne

Banday,

ness

for your habit, is
more,

or

less,

is

great harm. Too fat, consult
doctor; too thin, persistently

hat cause, take
Scott’s Emulsion of Cod Liver
matter w

many

causes

thin; they

work and

after a three weeks’ visit at tbe
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-

j

i

Bowden.
Nov. 18.

two

of get-

all

Ml Huh 111

Climax,

heads:

The wloter
the

so

walk and

or

Urinary

weak-

physically

I read

day.

every

Kidney Pills

about

the Bangor papers

In

teach

the

winter 1

ot school is

taught by

last

as

Hub

long be well

work-you

and strong, without
of activity.

The genuine has

this picture on it,
take no other.
if you have not

tried It,

send for
free sample. Its agreeable taste will
you.

SCOTT A BOWNE

Chemists.

409 Pear! Street,
New York.
SOc. and $1.00; all druggists.

1

Doan's,

and

take

other

Jos. Erxuu.hu. Ml Congress

Alligator lake Friday.
Cunningham, of Bar Harbor,

soar

at.

stomach."

St Louis. Mo.

weut to

M

In town for a few weeks,
for home Thursday.
Clarence
Williams
has
'o
gone
Brignton, Mass.; where be will be irupinyeil by his uncle, C. B. Collar.
Nov. II
Fixmwik

CATHARTIC

^

\oudccocto
TWAOf MASK

RKOrSTVACO

—

llP-4

Pleasant. Palatable. Potent. Taste Good. Do
Good. Never Sicaen. Weaken, or Gripe. Me. 2jc. aOc

lair

Jeremiah Greenlaw ia quite ill.
Mra. Merger* t Thurston ia
improving
aowly.
.Mra. Art hur Hatch ia In poor health, bet
ia

CURE CONSTIPATION.

...

improving.
School closed

cteefu!

Friday

after

a

very

_r

Monthly Regulator, has brought happiness to
hundred* o( anxious women. There is posino other remedy known to medical sclthat will so quickly and safely do the
work. Longest and m.»*tob-tlnate irregularHies from any cause relieve*! atonce. Succee*
guaranteed at any stag**. No pain, danger,
or interfere nee with work.
Have relieved
hundred* of ease* where others have failed.
The an»frt difficult ra.-c* successfully treated
by mail.and beneficial results guara'nteed In
everv instance. No risk whatsoever. We treat
hundred* of In diet whom we never see. W rite
for valuable particular*and free confitlentlal
Advice. All letters truthfully answered. Ke
member,thin remedy isabsolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively
leave* no after 1)1 effect upon the. health.
Bv mail, securely sealed,
All money
letters rh<oil«l Ihj registered. Address, l»K.
J. W. KM MOSS CO., l'OTrerr.ont >t., Boston.

The

stormy weather this week prevented
of aocietlea or ctiurcli-go.ra.
Nov. 15
Ego.

all

tively

meetiiigs

erne

>lun»ei.

Misa Helen Clark

ia

iu

relatives.

Orono vlaitlog

■ Henry Smith haa gone to Boston for a
stay.
The Methodist society held an icecream

sociable at the hall

Saturday evening.
Oracle Morris baa gone to Boston,
here she will be employed for tbe winMiss

ter.
ball

a

masquerade ball

at

Cen-

Nasal

on

CATARRH

In all its stage* there
should be cleanliness.

mm
JjUfi#
)yjp&M

Ely’g Cream Balm

♦

cleanses,soothe*and heal*
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drive*
away a cold in the head

Kev. J. D. McGraw, his wife and
daughter Floaale arrived home from Mars
Hill

M
%

m

**

I***0*

^
Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils,
spreads
over the membrane and is absorbed.
Relief Is Immediate and a cure follows. It is not
drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cent* at

gists

or

ELY

Drugby mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
M
BROTHERS, Warren Street, New York?
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Sound.
The

Will Ellis bouse

day morning.

was

burned Thurs-

Warren Brown and Edward
Hlggii e
Halloweil.
Mrs. Francis Qilpatrick and
little
daughter Carmine, of Cherry Held, are
visiting friends here.
Miss Eva Higgins, of Bar
Harbor, visited her parents, Mr. and Mra.
Pembroke
Higgins, laat week.
have returned to

_

>

B.

West Sullivan.

H. D. Gordon la in Boston.
This evening at 8 30 o’clock Mr. Oordon| and Miss.

m

quickly.

Tuesday.

No»-18-_%
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Dr. Emmons

mic-

term.

There will be

can’t

no

them with beueAcial results for

party of Springfield, Muci., "ports-

Mrs. Charles Anderson, with son
pay for it.
ClifScott’s Lmulsion of Cod Liver ford, has lately returned from Bangor,
where she baa been
visiting her
Oil is the readiest cure for daughters, Mrs. Asa T. Grant and two
Miss
“can’t eat," unless it comes of Edith Anderson.

no

as

did •».

••
After I was Indtired to try CASCA*
BETH, 1 will dever be without them to the bouse.
My liver was in a very bad shape, and my bead
ached and 1 bad stomach trouble
Now. since taking Cases.ret* ! feel Ann My wife ha* also used

sister, Mrs. Chase Emerson.

I'nmi

tennial

you’ll

I could eat,

not suffer

Sour Stomach

term—Mies

Nov. 11.
A

boxes

Uranlte.

term

Miss

Ui«*h|

several

around and did

Heinember the name,
will

teacher

same

1 took

sleep, get

agents for the U. 8.

Addle

w

over-

it—true—but, by it, you
There’s a limit, however;

surprise

were

was

j

ing.

some sort

bed.

I

For sale by ail dealers; price 50 cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co, Buffalo, N. Y., sole

r.ll.

VV. C. Conary

come

under-digestion.

doing

apart,

and at times

I

Wednesday evening,
Stop over-work, if you can; Nov. 27, Thanksgiving eve. Music by
orchestra, of Ellsworth.
but, whether you can or not, Wilson’s
Nov. 11.
(•.
take Scott’s Emulsion of Cod
Sum.
Liver Oil, to balance yourself
Harry Wood, who was reported ill with
typhoid fever last week, ia slowly improvwith your work.
You can’t live

your

me

the small of

In, perticuiarly at nlgbt, and I

set

until

short

Oil.

under these

inenus

the utter-

than

across

1

lard

no

ting

oi

if two heavy weights

as

confined to my

was

res-

failed

Dora Roberts and baby

Mrs.

4(111111

Thin

arc

weight

miserable I could not stand

B.

past week at work on (be
his sou-in-law, N. J. Gray.

Frank

Shotting

too

more

my back felt

left

There

every Ellsworth

for

Mj.nrieBce

me

dull, dragging pain

primary

tbe

who bas been

no

carry

Doan’s

3Wjcrtismu-ntB.

thin,

oureiy

neighbors, cheerfully given by tbera,

and

Julia Guptill,

with her

f return |

n
Denial Want baa moved bln family to
Bar Harbor to U*« tarowg a Ike w to ter can.
r. W. Hamlin, lor Urn A mar tone t bread
company, baa bought tbe remainder ul
lb* spool ber* sawed at Igrpt mill to dm

of

Miss

»Vr«i

lor

month*.

session

district 2.

Leach, of South Bluehill.
L'rrle Conary left Friday for
Sunshine, Deer Isle, to spend the winter

a

Hot

winter

occupy the house owned
by Mra Geoigt Billings.
Nov 11
B.

hid

beyond dispute

dence

Tbe
teacher, commenced last week.
grammar grade opened to-day with a col; lege student. Mr. McLean, as teacher.
; Miss Haltie Higgins, who has given such
faithful service, is not able to ;e§ume

men

U._C.

a

The

school in

to

North Or'and to

Friday, efter a successful
term of eleven weeks, taught by
Miss
Elia Balsa, of Booth Brookaville.
Noe.

wen la

I

term of school at

Trundy has rented

Be boo i cioeed

(Mhc»k

sion of Ellsworth people, should be evi-

Crocketts, a graduate of
New England
conservatory, a
public
reader of ability, will appear at the hall.
Miss Crockette has
Thursday evening.
been In Washington county the
past
mouth, delighting audiences.

Holden,
Smith I’enoDitrot.
Henry Torrence.
first, and soon afterwards I procured a box
Miss Lucy Bryant, of Hermon, is visitj at
is spending a week in
Ing her uncle, Rev. E. K. Drew.
Wiggln’s drug store In Ellsworth.
sister, Mrs. Etfie JohnJ W. Bridges has been in Bangor the They helped me so I continued using them

moved there.

Emery Osgood,

Tell You all About It.

Mrs.

North

Old

Neighbor

Home endorsement, the public expres-

a

visit-

Joseph Mcl^iughlin has purchased the
fomerly owned by W. W. Burrill,

and

fall about

Nov. 18.

Webber is in

Hancock with her
I

greatly from

a

Mias Carrie A.

friends in towu.

g her

Ask Your

Hundreds of Ellsworth Citizens Can

Incorrect.

was

work.

Mrs. Isaiah Turner is

Mrs.

:

year ago.

the schoolbouse lust

especially due the two gentlemen who
kindly furnished that excellent clam

d

for the

Harry Goodwin, section boss on the W. ances of strangers residing In far away
C. R. R., returned from Lincoln, Monday,
places. Head the following:
I accompanied by bis wife and children.
Mrs. Geo. W. Day, living on the Shore
Mr. Goodwin brought along a fine buck
and Mrs. Lizzie
deer as a result of bis skill bunting in
Congregational
road in the Morrison district, says: 4iThc

are

si

fBrtrial.

the Maine woods.

at

Thursday night

negotiated

has

buildings of the late Charles
The transfer, as recently re-

She suffered

11.

B.

the illness of

Mary Jellison died at her home at
George’s Pond, Fridsy. Mrs. Jettison's
health had not been good for several years.

preached a very a bl 3
achoolhouse here Monday

at the

a

Mrs.

G.

has returned home.

bee been

ported,

Pretty Mftruli.
Rev. J. R. Norwood
sermon

to have

Gerrlsh died before his

Mrs.

Bragdon

Samuel
farm and

here several months.

Nov. 18.

are

Kittery Point, Friday, by

to

A, T. Linntken arrived last Tuesday
from Vfnalhaven. He Intends to remain
here permanently. His family has been

B. F.

inn lie and Irs

days ago.
Bluebill.

The Foresters

arrival.

business.

horse.
Lew

few

a

Mrs. Asa Love joy, who has been upending some weeks with her daughter,
Mrs.
H. P. Burrill, has returned to her home in

quite 111.

Limeburner
ou

Hut'fesport

in eastern

Hull's

quita ill.

is

was

Lincoln Dow last home from Lanoolne

Hannah D. Grindle, who has been
the guest of Mrs. E. C. Long, has gone to
Waltham, Mass.

excel-

Fben

Rnce

occupied

Golding

Edna Tenney

Mrs. Nettie Dyer is recovering from her

Miss

employed,
Springer has taken

is

she

Sc boo*

<••1

Hoad.

Norman

school.

Miss Lizzie

E. Marks has gone to Milford,
where he will work at his trade as

Augusta,

•reek.

marriage recep- 1 into hi, new bouse. Mr
.*•
daughter Ella, to Raymond nerving of much credit f

tion is extended

I

urno

invitations to the

Hodgkins, Nov. 28.
The first Christian Endeavor social of
the season will be held in C. E. hall. Friday evening, Nov. 22. A cordial invita-

—

re»«*»t*ny marrt-d
lateeford,
Pbirpen, of

Cbarlea

restaurant

|
Thursday to attend the funeral services of their niece. Miss Hattie Joy.
oock

The

at

abort time

Gouldsboro.

M

Mrs. Ida F. Stanley, who baa been * noting relative* here ba* returned to ber

the business college.

Mrs. Mary Coolidge

ad

yean*.

work

visit to Sorrento and

issued

Flora

<

bane* F.

>-

bae brought bla br'de borne to *<•«!■( In
caring for bta parent* In their dec intng

Lam o in*-.
Miss Ellen

her

a

h*«i Harbor b«r« for lb« ala-

Franklin

FrMnli.tn.

Hiram L. Canriage. of Alfred, is in the
village for a few days, visiting friends.

ASK.

at North

Miss Carrie

vacation.

famlla

C K

II

Hpur^ng, James C.
Booker,

succeeds him at the hotel.

to atteud

Lesber,

Mr.

Mias Lula
Ellsworth, where

Brook*

Han-

high

George

Wentworth la at

William

Hlanley.

moved

tbe Pari'Amertpau »l Huff-1

John

Kev.
day.
officiated.

»•*•.

on

Charles Can-

con-

gretulatlons.

Merrill Stewart Is stopping a few days
gathering at with Calvin Hutchins.
Mass.,
A good
their ball Wednesday evening.
E. K. Graves returned to Waltham,
tool sharpener.
time is assured.
Mass., Wednesday.
The winter term of schools began toCurtis R. Joy rode up from Hall Quarry
G.
Nov. 18.
Miss Agnes Springer, who has been day. The teachers are Frank A. Maddox
Saturday for a Sunday at home. Mrs.
employed In Ellsworth for a year or more, and Elizabeth Grindle.
AahvtllaJoy’s condition Is somewhat improved.
has returned borne in poor health.
Mary A. Long is keeping bouse for her
F. F. Hodgkins visited bis grandmother,
Alonzo Crabtree, of New Hampshire,
The many friends of Mrs. Fred E. father, G. O. Long.
Mrs. Long is still is
at Marlboro,
visiting bis sisters, Mrs. Leslie Swan Mrs. Sarah J. Hodgkins,
Hlsisdell are glad to know she hAs re- seriously ill.
last week.
and Mrs. Charles Marsh.
turned home from the hospital In imEmma B. Love, who has been at home on
Mrs. James Arey and giandcblid, of
Friends of Mrs. Fred A. Btaisdell are
proved health.
a vacation, returned to her school at McIs visiting her sister
gratified that = be returned from the Gouldsboro Point,
The funeral services of Mrs. Mary Kinley last Friday.
Mrs. Eliza C. Hill.
In Lewtston in better health.
hospital
Jellison were held at her home last SunB.
Nov. 11.
Jessie L. Long returned from Beal HarFollett Gerrlsh was hastily summoned

George Hi eel

expected home soon.
Ertaird H'fABr. of M'libruok, i»«* tbr
W. Russell, pnn pal of the
Ih> u (HUltfing for K>
| imiuM*(•( iltr
Stevens academy, was called to Someraowl H "‘p irilo< »»ror > com plot ad.
j
ville, Mass by tne ieath of his father
| It » «• viltb frr loga of rro* I bat at
He returned Saturday.
read of tba < eatn of i>r. Huel Ban left, of
The grammar school gave an entertainHe 'eugbt tcbool bare
Boulder, Cil.
ment Friday, consisting of songs, recitathirty years ago.
tions, dialogues, etc. Home-made candy
Tbrte person* fro h t»»4* io«« vUiihI
was sold.
Proceed-. f2b.
the

form,

*t»r«h tlro«»fcs%tll*.

*•

N Uavie la In MeaoechuMtta
vacation, visit tug relatives.

hta

Chase, who went to P rtI'n*
operation, ia improving.
end

borne.

near

E. Candagc and wife, of Booth
Tbomaston. are the guests of Nelson Caudsge.

E. Blalsdeli was home from Hall
Quarry Saturday and Sunday, to attend
the Quarterly meeting.

About JOO

Rev. C.

successful

at

killed

was

Friends here ewalt them wltb beert,

Edward A. Lout and son Rodney
called on relatives here before going to
join her husband at Rockland, where be Is
at work. Miss Edna Lunt hoards with her
aunt, Mrs. C. W. Lunt, and attends the
Mrs.

Loren

the

bad

deer

Fred

tha

IS.___

Portlaud

busine*-.

was

in

been

were

Mias Minnie
au

and

RmM Franklin.

in

tor

other page*

dage’s last Thursday.
Georg* E. Emerton Is seriously III with
typhoid fever.

died

delighted her audience.
present Iq the even tog.
No*.

*t< n

Mrs. H. S. Sweet, Miss Estelle Hlnctitj
and Guy Hinckfey returned from i. •ton
Sunday, Nov. 17.
land for

Joy

B

which

Mrs. John Snow returned
last week.

rib

Kingman, on his teventy-fifth
upon
spoke
birthday, killed a line deer with a rifle be
words “What w man that thou art mindbaa used over fifty years.
wa*
ful of him**.
7 SO
tha adAt
Mrs. Nahum Hodgkins and Mrs. Colman
dr— by Mm Margaret Koch, teacher of
physical culture and elocution at Colby Hodgkins were In Bangor last week, the
Her
telk
am
guesta of Frank Hodgkins and wife.
university. Watervtlie.
principally concerning the cere of n»e
Tyler Hodgkins and son Kuel caught
body and upot Joitjr work. At tha twelve fine codfish in the bay a few’ days
ctoae abe secltod “The Ansels and
the
Oat weighed eighteen pounds.
Hbepberda' an extract fr .m “Ben Her*, ago.

1

Albert

Herr tot

nil

porter’s statement, as she felt sure her
Bass Harbor neighbor of that name had
no Bister who had married a Wlison.
Nov. 17.
s-fa..
Bi

fall

—

hopes to get a bookkeeper's position
Holmes, who ia ready for anj
good job, but will no doubt enjoy his rirsi
visit to the “Hub”.

felt inclined to doubt the truth of the

has

Brewer, who

bad

vicinity
getting
The morning eeretee wna a delent supply of herring.
votional exorrln condartad by Bev. B. F
Nov. lfi.
S.
Kuutl1, of Hailtvao. la I be afternoon
Surlhurii.
there was a prat** aervice. lad by Kav. J.
Willie Vincent has gone to Boston to
8. Blair, of Lamotae, foil awing which ware
tha rrporta from tha aaverai aoctetlr* com- : work.
prising the union. There were presented
Alien Hodgkins has gone to Bar Harbor
papers of Christ ten Endeavor work by I to work.
Mrs. B. F Bo—It. Mm Wood*Ida. Mr*.
Freeman Hodgklna, of AshviUe, spent a
C—by, Mr*. Edgar Hcammoo aad other*. few
days last week with his graudaiotber,
The evening neat lag opened wtth prelaw
Mrs. Harsh Hodgkins.
i end prayer services, after which Mr. Kua

and

who bad suffered from

a
day last
receiving a general shaking up.
one

Nov. i

and Harold

Robinson,

a

The Stony, Kaynolds Co. gave a variety
Thursday
show at Joyce's hall Friday evening.
morning M the ho— of her father, Gidafter an l linen of eererel
eon L Joy,
Capt. John S. Staples has gone on a trip
month*. Mlea Joy wee born to Hancock ! to Newfoundland, after a load of frozen
October, W71. (he youngest daughter of herring.
Mr*
8he tea—,
Mr. and
J »y
hoBorne of the lobster fishermen sre tak•Ida* her fether and mother, two atatere, ing
up their traps, after a rather unprofit1
Mr*. Henry Butler end Mr* Wallace Fa**, able season.
aad one brother, Mad toon Joy.
Tha
A load of lumber from Ellsworth arfuneral waaelthe In too church Thera*
rived Thursday for L. E. Joyce’s lumber
Bee. U. H Halley cooday afternoon.
yard.
dacted tha section. Too aeleclIona war*
Cipt. Rodney Sadler, of Bar Harbor, Is
sung by Mr*. Victoria Boiler and Mtn
I v'«tting hts parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Helm Rutior.
ware
Tho pall-baa rare
; R Bsdler.
M—r*. I rony, Ryder and York.
A large qusntity of sardines continues
HI—view local union bald It* quarterly
to be put up at the factory here. The weirs
seating wtth the Hnncoek Y P. B. C. If. {
Mm

Massachuaetts

Misa

Lamolne
ol Kd-

smarted

moving into the Pred
lately vacated by Lee n
Wllaon. M> Wllaon oas moved to North
east Harbor, ebert nt baa a fine cottage
nearly con p *-tad
Schools hiveaga in pwned after* Week
vacation.
Mias Preble, who had charge ol
the grammar sc hoc:, has resigned and rRobbins

to

Pern

out of health.

much

went

Doyle.
Wedneoday even leg. Nee. U, Mrs. Lettle

marine

atill

wile

to attend the faaeral

$to

H. Rsy is still seriously ill.

Mrs. A.

vis-

are

A

Salisbury bad
week, fracturing

Erastus

Albion

wand Hodgkin*.
Bfbnobi will commence Monday. Nor.
M. with lb* totlewlng laetrnrtora: Marlboro, Mlm Idytooo Bkata; Point. Mis*
Hon ha Clio*, Perry, Mim Alien Law*;
Pall*. Her card Carter, Corner, grammar.
Kban B. Hodgkins. Conor, primary,
MW* Ethel Croat re*
Valeo, Mlm {pile
Malian; MeParbtod
bill, Joseph H.

tips and Heaofctnh Richardoffice r»f Dr. J. D. PhUiipa

•

ber

Leland

iting relatives in Boston.

with friend* In PltUltrld.

L. Crabtra* and

*tti! cefilaed la Um

a

wvtrt

P

wher pwpse
-mssem

Mayo, wgaotet at tho Can

-arcb

Creblreo Is spending

Misses Clara and Geneva

Capt.

County »*r#

Olg* Wlberg, ol Boston, will bo married
it the home of K*r. Aug. Brlckeon, Is
Kozbory. Mr. Gordon end hie bride aspect to return home tbe (tret of nezt week.

of its grandparents, Mr. and Mm.
Lewis Gilley.
Mrs. L. M. Lontls visiting her daughters at Southwest Harbor.
house

Ka«l Rlnehtli.

Coooly impaly John Dorlty be* been general hospital in Bangor, is
rbiliig lb* grange* and tor tbt* purpose He has rheumatism in a very
nee to town Thursday.
being nearly helpless.
Nov. 11.
Cbpt. O. W. Pom and wit* and Opt. O.
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new

Mr. .ad Mrs N. B. Conlldge were in
town Thursday.
The l'ah* Sunday school la preparing
•or • Christ me* eoneort.
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borne of George Tower, of Bar Harbor, last Tuesday.
Miss Ella McGown Is viating friends
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icnuiiM stamped C.CC Never sold
Beware of the dealer who tries to sell

"something just as good."

MANSKT’S KISH IMH's I RY.

from cod livers. The livers are tried out
a supply of halibut, some of them
in large Iron kettles, under which arc
each.
aa high an 300
weighing
pounds
Interesting Sketch of the latrge Ilu.lAbout eight ««en are at work on the ovens or furnaces of brick.
ne»« Carried ou There.
Most of the vessels go “trolling” and arc
wharves constantly, salting and drying,
Manubt, Not. 15 (apecial)-Few people and double this number are employed usually out ten or more
days to a trip,
outside of Manuel have
any Idea ot the when a load is in and splitting is going on. taking ice enough with them to keep the
extent of the fishing business carried on
The salt used on the fish Is bought In fish fresh until landing. Many smaller
here. A visit to the wharves most
any Gloucester mostly, and comes in cargoes of boats go out to the fishing
grounds
In
the summer season would
day
bring 300 or 400 hogsheads at a time. Not a few every morning, returning at night.
msny surprises to a stranger. Many of thousand dollars
for
all
this
Some
few
vessels
hands
go “hand-lining”,
change
the citizens of the
place and of the neigh- supply of fish, salt and labor.
These are gone for a longer length of time,
boring islands depend almost wholly upon
It Is an interesting sight to a “tender- and all their fish are split and salted aboard,
this business for a livelihood.
foot” to watch the men at work. Fifty- The crew of the “trollera” share alike ol
There are four Arms that deal In the
thousand pounds of fish in one pile is the 8lock after all expenses are paid and
business more or less.
Capt. Janies Parker quite a spectacle to begin with. These the vessel’s share taken out.
carries on the largest traffic
at his stand, must all be split and washed, then put in
The “hand-liners” have a novel way ol
having bought during the summer over “butts” and salted. These butt3 are large deciding their share. Every man tiahes
1,600,000 pounds of fish, all of which have hogsheads holding about
eight quintals of for himself and cuts the tongues from all
been split, salted and cored for
market. fish. Then, wh.n the drying season comes, the cod-fish (mostly cod are caught by
Most of them were sent to
(lloucester, but they must be put on the “racks” to drain. the hand-liners) and he who has the
Boon® to Bangor.
One day’s drj^pg is usually considered largest number of tongues when the trip
B. H. Mayo is the next
is made np, is “high-line”. Every man
largest dealer. sufficient.
Ho has bought about 800.000
pounds. John
Then the shipping time comes, when the shares in proportion to the number of cod
iwymiun iimn ooi oougnt as many this seavessels are loaded, Ailing the hold where tongues they have cut.
son as usual, but not a few
loads of 20,000 the Ash are piled up like so much cord
Such are some of the facts concerning
to 60,000 pounds htve been
deposited at his wood. One thousaud quintals is an aver- the work carried on at Manset. It is a
place of business.
age load to ship.
prosperous business, bringing in not a
John L. Stanley & Sons are dealers in
One interesting feature of the business little money, but it means hard work for
fresh flsh altogether,
buying and selling is the curing of hake sounds, which are all engaged in it.
continually during the season.
cleaned and dried and put in bags for
Some eight or ten large vessels,
All who use Atomize™ in treating nasal
having a market. We are told that these sounds
catarrh will get the best result from Ely’s Liquid
crew from eight to twelve
men, are en- are used for settling beer, and also in
Cream Halm.
Price, including spraying tul>e,
gaged seven or more months In the year making of gelatine. Only a few years ago 75 cts. Sold by druggists
or mailed by Ely
supplying these places, and almost a count- they were sold for the advanco price of |2 Bros., 56 Warren St., N. Y.
New
Orleans, Sept. 1, 1900.
less number of smaller craft, down to the a
pound, but 25 cents a pound is the marMessrs Ely Bros :—I sold two bottles of
row-boat, are busy In this industry. ket price now. The la"ger part of one
Liquid Cream Balm to a customer, Wm.
four
1415
Delachaise
.amberion,
St., New Orleans;
Many of them make good money.
man’s time is occupied at Parker’s in this he has u»ed the t wo
bottles, giving him wonderThey catch mostly cod, hake and had- work of preparing hake sounds.
ful and most satisfactory results.
Gko W. IlCDuff, Pharmacist.
dock, but occasionally a vessel comes in
Another feature is the making of oil
—Advt.

Your “Magazine- Money”
arid Hob) Hest to \Spend It
with the magazine SUCCESS,
special
BY enabled
extend
readers (exclusively
this section)
contract

full

we

to

to
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are

Subscriptions

are

We

•'

00 p"

OUR GREAT FAMILY OFFEH.
$1.00 smm.oo
SUCCESS,
Current Literature (new).or New England Magazine may be substituted for Review of Reviews.

The
L I««m>

per y«*.»r

Household,

annum.

r«t*

is the leadinB litmonthly
gives its readers the
Scream of t'. U->t things published. Its reviews of
1
new bonks keep one posted as to what is newest and
L best. No one can make a mistake in depending upon
Ci RRKsr I iti rati ki for his knowledge of the
world's literary achievement.
Monthly, ij.oo per

c»«

.=3

<rz

j~—'

98.00

annum.

~

91.00

-"'j

one

magazine

art.

Monthly, $r.oo far

of the dollar magazines described,

annum.

«r

$1.50

3.00

2.00

4.50

2.50

5.00

2.75

3.00

) SUCCESS, Current Literature (new) and New England Magazine,
Reviews (new) and Leslie’s
1 SUCCESS, Review of

7.00

3.00

Weekly,.
—-SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new), Current Literature (new)
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and New England Magazine,
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LESLIE’S WEEKLY is the leading illustrated paper of America.
It brings into the home circle each week, photographic reproductions of
the stirring, history-making events all over the world, often secured at
Those who have hitherto
enormous cost, by special traveling artists.
denied themselves the pleasure of a subscription to this great illustrated
weekly, because of its high price, will find our offers, including Leslie’s
Weekly, "genuine bonanzas.’’ Weekly, f/.oo per annum.

pri£snamed.

auhvcriotion to Review of Reviews, a new subscription to Current Literature, and a new or renewal subscripNewLnttlun.l Magazine, may be substituted each for the other. Any of the dollar magazines above described
to Success, either new or renewal, must be included in every order.
for the other, except St ec ess. A subscription
_ei
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e e
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hpr v r-w ok ken ew a l,except to the Review of Re views. Current Literature,and the North American Review,
present suhv ribers to any of these three magazines may renew their subscriptions by adding f/.oo.for each
Trt.nrf.ri from one member of the fan,fly to another are not accepted as new subscriptions
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up-to-date, and most profusely illustrated monthly
ss is the brightest,
It i- read with eagerness by the father, the mother, the older sons and
1,1,shed
as it does, a wealth of material interCar'hter- and even the children, containing,
reaches nearly 300,000 homes—over
estine
ages and classes. It already
and
optimistic. Inspiration and lift are in
It is bright, cheerful
, ciders
direct and indirect, it tells how to lay
different
thousand
ways,
a
In
nave
life—how to climb the ladder of achievement,
the foundation of true success in
best known names in politics, religion, science, art,
s contributors include the
Business and professional men of the highest standingliterature and industrv.
willing to give to readers of
write for no other
men
wide and valuable experience. A senes of articles upon
of
their
benefit
the
"
for 190a.
The illustrations in
Success
of
feature
will form a special
Careers
The inspiration of a lifetime has
Success arc bv the best artists in the country.
of one dollar,—its
their
investment
readers
through
of Success

,1

most

*

vurrent

Literature

to’all

cmiie to

**.50

per >e«r

periodical,—are

thousands

—_

|

»».oo

|

per year

yearly subscription price.

TO OUR READERS

our^reader^^hat^th^e'^nprire^baMcron^eavV^ubscripldon^guaninteeic^tVe^ssiiie
at^extnu>rdinarilyaiowS
whenever possible to supply copies,
®Jt*> small cost.
Subscriptions will begin with in requested,
of the magarmes,
received. Send your orders early, with
which the subscriptions
°'followingbethat inand
the club price.

The above exceptional
with all ot the above
pdicals cannot be oMamalin any

perijdicsUsat

e.

jk

UCESTIOH—You

nine?dfscnl't above.

can

names

are

{headdressor addresses towhich they are to
si

issues

a

sent,

mote to your friends

Address aii orders to

no more

valuable Christmas present than

a

subscription to

one or mare

THE AMERICAN, Ellswortli, Maine.

of the IllOgt*

Smart Seal.

rew

followed by some enemy.
It came near the boat, swimming round
it several times, and then, making a leap,
the men saw that it was beiug chased by
a large fish.
Oue of the fishermen dropped his line
and, stepping into the bow, leaned over
and held out his bauds. To his amazement the seal immediately dashed toward
him and with his help scrambled out of
the water into the boat just in time to
escape the sharp weapon of a swordfish
that darted by, its big eyes staring, probably in wonder at the method of escape,
to its fishy intelligence being evidently a
ease of out of the frying pan into the
fire.
But the little seal apparently knew better, and ft need not be said that its confidence was not misplaced, as the men
were so pleased at its action in coming
to them they kept it as a pet, and the
seal became a familiar object about the
shore.
_

The

Game

of Whirlwind.

To play an exciting game arrange in a
circle as many chairs as there are playThere
ers and let all but one be seated.
will then be a vacant chair for the perhe
must
This
son left standing.
try to
occupy, and if he succeeds the player
the
on his left must take his place in
The only way for
center of the circle.
seat
the
vacant
to
the players
prevent
from being taken is for the player on the
left of it to move on and occupy it. In
this way the whole circle is kept constantly on the move, and there is a great
deal of merriment over the difficulties
experienced by the standing player iu

procuring

i

who'will
Si'crrxs

sots

years ago some nsnermen were
following their vocation off a harbor on
the Maine coast when they observed a
commotion on the surface and soon made
out a seal leaping from the water as if
A

GOOD It OUSEK EEPI NH is a magazine title which exactly describes its contents. 1 treats of the wavs and means of making the home
a place of delight, d4cribing and illustrating hundreds of those little
“kinks" which neighbors exchange with each other. It is well printed
and richly illustrated. Monthly, fun per annum.

", on

pickaninnies of Belleville, Jersey,
still an’ hoi’s our href.
Pretty soon the’ comes a clinkin’;
’Twus the pictur box a-winkin*.
An’ de white man was tickle to def.
throe

we

He tol* we Til’ chillun, hones’ an’ truly.
How he cotched our face an’ eyes—
A Lrack box takes we brack folks.
An’ a white one makes ’e white folks—
But our mudder says it’s all a pack of lies.
—Newark (N. J.) Call.

touch
ENGLAND MAfiAiLINE paints with loving
\ew England; recalls her customs and tra./ '(Vu> ,lChievements of New Englanders in all parts
for every New
t .ms a monthly ’old home week
annum.
matt,, itow far away. Monthly. f,.00per

|| f

the niw

!

|

So

THE
DESIGNER is one of the leading fashion magazines of the
country. It contains beautifully colored engravings of the latest 1'atisian
and New \ ork fashions and descriptions of fabrics, costume designs, a»>d
for
women and children.
It also contains man* h' u«enold demillinery
part men ts of general interest and value. Monthly, $f.ou per annum.

*7

...

per year

■—». —■...

more than a
HOUSEHOLD has been known and lovt-d by
\merican women, and i-v today at the height of its power
edited
and
departments
ably
coyer
j,s‘ finely illustrated,
household linen and table-equiprn, hetine and knitting,
Monthly, ft.ooper
home d* oration, nu sery-lbre, and etiquette.

TMF
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ment

[

98.00

■ ■■
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6.50
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Once the’ come a white man a-takin’ of picture.
An* he scared we all right.
For it made we kinder solemn
W’en he fixed his what ye callum
An’ said: “Hyar, youl Look up bright!’*

We

.....

*

$2.00

|

cent.

SllJbcrtfetmnttss.

a

seat.

Don't Give Film Up.
Don’t give up a bad boy or turn against
him because he is bad. If your parentage and surrounding had been the same
as his perhaps you would have been bad
lie may uot be altogether bad.
too.
Put
Give him another trial at least.
yourself to the trouble to do a favor for
with
an
do
it
earnest,
loving
and
him
spirit. In many eases this will win
him, and when once you have won him
ho is true uutil death. If your first effort
to wiu him does not succeed, try again
and again. You will get nearer to him
each time, and as his associates come over
to you he will be drawn nearer and nearer.—Southwestern School Journal.

To all persons Interested in either of the •••
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fifth
day of November, a. d. 1901.
following matters hav i.g been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all pers* r*
rested,
by causing a copy of this ord» to be published three weeks successivelv in the Kileworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that
.nay appear at a probate court to be he'd at Hucksport, in said county, on th* third day
of December, a. d. 1901, at ten oi me clock
in the forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

THE

see cause.

Do You Want To Be Strong?
We Have Poof at Hand that Vinol is
all that is Claimed For It.
A

good

city”

to

many of

us

have to go “to the

get certain things.

ers
as

GEO. A. PARGHER
DRUCCIST.

ILcgal Notitre.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court. Ellsworth, Maine, Nov. 18, A. D.
1901.
following is the disposition of each
appealed case and indictment for violation of the laws regulating the use and sale
of intoxicating liquors, made at the October
Term of said Court A. D. 1901, published in
accordance with provisions of Chapter 44, of
the Public Laws of 1887.
State vs. Frank H. Gould. Four cases. Scire
Facias ordered to issue.
Annie Harkins. Three cases. Continued.
ConJames Harkins. Two cases.
tinued.
M. L. Balch. One case. Fine $100.
Costs $15. Paid.
A. R. Barron. Two cases. Continued.
E. C. Bentzon. One case. Continued.
Asher Moody. Two cases. Continued.
Nol
Three cases.
N. F. Curran.
Pros by reason of death of Re-

THE

spondent.

gram for the coming year embraces features second
in interest to no other periodical, while its illustrations will continue to be the highest expressions of

......

K;"i
,u<{

year

FRANK LESLIE'S POPULAR MONTHLY'

SUCCESS, and any two of the dollar magazines described,
SUCCESS. Review of Reviews (new) and any one of the dollar
magazines described,
SUCCESS and Leslie’s Weekly,.
1 and any two of the dol......cc ( Review of Reviews (new),
max tab,
( ofturreot Literature (new),)' iarmagazines described,
SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new) and Current Literature (new),

1

per

now in its fifty-second volume, is another of the
great modern monthlies? which have given America
its leadership in magazine-making. Its editorial
pro-

Regular Price Our Price

SUCCESS, and any

\

Only

w

per yenr

plays by ’e water, runnin* like ’lasses,
Under de big white bridge,
An’ de tugboats come a-huffin’.
An’ de barges wiv their puffin’,
An’ we listens to de trolleys on the ridge.

fgHj
li* "i

Other Attractive Offers

——--

little, but we’se happy from wake up to

THE COSMOPOLITAN is a leader among the great monthly
magazines, covering every branch of human interest with timely, sugwell written, and finely illustrated articles by the best authors,
gestive,
It is so widely known, through its many years of successful life, as to need
no further description. Monthly, $/.oo
per annum.

LITERATURE
n—--CURRENT
of
\ merica.
It
erar
•;
MU

Sat

1.00 For ^^*50

THE REVIEW Ol REVIEW A is the indispensible
magazine.
It discusses andcleirlv ex; uns the political, social, and literary news of
the world. Every iliberally illustrated with portraits, maps, cartoons, and timely pu .urcs of plates in the public eye. Monthly, fijo

far

nnd

1rmr

Worth

The Cosmopolitan. Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly,
The Designer, or (iood Housekeeping may be substituted for The Household.

Kiiriatf

Fondled

-.—-IT

——

9
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Petted,

tent. A little Bordeaux mixture has been used,
with very good results. Yield <ot yellow corn,
42 bushels. Per rent, of young stock to he
wintered, 99. Condition of grass fields, 82 per

We will save our friends and customthe trouble of a trip, at least so far
buying Vinol is concerned.
It is one of the greatest tonic rebuilders
hits nml fiirp thorn tn h*m no If ho worn that has ever been
brought to onr attena guest whom they were delighted to ention. Large quantities of it are sold in
tertain.
all of the large cities of our state and
One day a new idea occurred to the old- elsewhere. Now we have been appointed
est monkey. He had the rat in his arms, sole
agents for this place.
and, putting it down gently on the floor,
Vinol is better than cod liver oil for
he cautiously sat down on it. The rat everything for which this greasy mixdid not move, nor did it seem to object ture was
prescribed.
to the queer use to which the monkey
The following from Chillicotbe, Ohio,
was putting it.
As for the monkey, he writtenby Mr. George Burgoon, who says:
looked about, with a broad grin on his
“My wife was very much run down in
face, ’and fairly chattered with delight flesh and strength. Commenced taking
over the soft cushion he had found.
VINOL and she felt the beneficial reAfter sitting there for awhile he got sults of it before the first bottle was
up so the other monkeys might try it, gone. She took four bottles in all and
and they were as much pleased as he had reoeived wonderful benefit. Her strength
been.
returned and she gained materially in
From that time on the rat was in daily weight. I am happy to state that she
use as a cushion, and he took it with peris now in perfect health and we give VIfect good temper, never objecting to it in NOL the entire credit for this happy rethe least.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
sult.”
won t yon piease can on us ana let ns
New Jersey Pickaninnies.
tell you how VINOL does good or let ns
We'se three pickaninnies of Belleville, Jersey.
Sena yon a book that tells all abont it.
We plays in ’e sun all day.
We sell Vinol under a guarantee that
We always runs t odder,
U it don’t help you ws will return your
And no matter wh de wedder,
money.
De fun jus’ comes ou way.

for One Year

Review of Reviews (new) ) 2.00

la

RAT.

lie down,
An’ de worl’ is a great big Joke,
An’ de smellin’ of de river,
W’ich makes some pussons quiver,
Sets us laffin’ till our sides is broke.

MAQAZINES MAY BE SENT TO DIFFERENT ADDRESSES IF DESIRED

-

It

WlliTE

agricultural bulletin, is as follows:
Quantity of apples, 42 per cent.; quality, 65
per cent.
Proportion of winter varieties, 63
per cent. Potatoes are not rotting to any ex

Tpon by Hla Monkey Friends.
At one of the zoological gardens a cage
of white rats stands quite near the cage
of monkeys.
The monkeys had always
shown so much curiosity about the rats
that the keeper one day concluded to put
one of the rats in with them to see what
they would do. They fairly screamed
with delight when the rat entered and
at once began to make friends with him.
The rat was inclined to run away
from them for the first day or two, but
seeing that they did not intend to do him
any harm he lost his fear and permitted
them to fondle and caress him as much
as they liked.
This they did constantly,
stroking his white fur, holding him in
their arms and offering him part of their
food. They even picked out the choice

advantages

411
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How

in

our

The summary of crop conditions in
Hancock county, published in the State

Column
A

JLrjjal Nature.

Hancock County Crops.

Children's

We’se

of THE GREAT SUCCESS CLUBBING
OFFERS, by which annual subscriptions to several magazines
may be obtained for the price of one.
Last season more than
300,000 people took advantage of the remarkable SUCCESS offers.
Sl.mi

--

with

Edmon Eno. Three cases. Fine $300.
Paid.
One case. Con.
Costs $45.
Sentenced to be imposed at April
Term 1902. Two cases. Nol Pros
reason of payment in other inby
dictments.
Seth O. Hanscom. One case. Continued.
Fine $400,
A. L>. fetuart. Four cases.
Costs $55. Paid. Two cases, Nol
Pros by reason of payment in other
indictments.
George Averill. One case. Fine $100.
Costs $15. Paid. Three cases. Law
oli Demurrer and Exceptions.
Three cases. Fine
F. W. Coburn.
$300. Costs $45. Paid. One case.
Nol Pros.
Warren Rowe. Three cases. ConNol Pros on
tinued. Two cases.
account of mistake in name of Re-

spondent.

Patrick Bresnahan. Two cases. Fine
$200. Costs $30. Paid.
J. J. Coney. Two cases. Fine $200.
Costs $30. Paid.
p. J. Cuddy. Two cases. Capias ordered to issue in vacation.
George K. Cunningham. Two cases.
Continued by reason of sickness of
R* spondent.
One
W. Doe.
Paid.
Costs $15.

John

Case.

Fine $100.

Fine
Two cases.
Lizzie N. Ford.
Paid. One case.
$*00. Costs $30.
Nol Pros by reason of payment in
other cases.
F. M. Gavuor. One case. Fine $100.
Costs $15. Paid. Two cases. Law
Court on Demurrer and Exceptions.
Daniel H. Herlihy. Two cases. Fine
$*00. Costs $30. Paid.
Ambrose Haskell. One case. Capias
ordered to issue in vacation.
Jobu Herlihv. Two cases. Fine $200.
Costs »au.

ram.

P. B. Herlihy. Two cases. Fine $200.
Costs $30. Paid. Four cases. Nol
Pros.
T. H. Landers. Two cases. Fine $200.
Costs $30. Paid.
Continued
C. E. Leach. Two cases.
for sentence.

Thomas E. Lee. Two cases. Fine $200.
Costs $20. Paid.
One case. Fine
J. D. Lockwood.
$100. Costs $15. Paid.
E. Leslie Mason. Three cases. Principal and Sureties defaulted. Scire
Facias to stay.
Millie F. Mason. One case. Principal and Sureties defaulted. Scire
Facias to stay.
Michael McCauley. Two cases. Fine
$200. Costs $30. Paid.
Two cases. Fine
J. J. McDonald.
$200. Costs $30. Paid.
Dennis McManus. Two cases. Fine
$200. Costs $30. Paid.
M. C. Morrison & Chas. N. Small
Continued for SenTwo cases.
tence to April Term 1902.
Three cases. ConCharles Riley.
tined.
Richard Rvan. One case. Continued.
Two cases.
Ambrose Simpson. Jr.
Con inutd for Sentence.
H. O. Spofford. One case. Continued
for Sentence.
J. M. Stewart. Two cases Fine $2C0.
Costs $30. Paid.
J. H. Sweetser. Two cases. Fine $200.
Costs $30. Paid. One case. Principal and Sureties Defaulted. Scire
Facias to stay.
George S. Swett. One case. Fine
$10u. Costs $15. Paid.
S. L.Treat, Jr. Two cases. Fine $200.
Costs $30. Paid. One case. Principal and Sureties defaulted. Scire
Facias to stay. Two cases. Capias
to issue.
S. L. Turner, One case. Continued.
T. W Underwood. Two cases. Continued to April Term 1902 by reason
of sickness of Respondent.
John W. Wheaton. Two cases. Con-

tinued.
ConEddie Comiskey. One case.
tinued to April Term.
One case.
Law
James E. Ford.
Court on Demurrer and Exceptions.
Arthur Gilpatrick. Four cases. Law
Court on Demurrer and Exceptions.
Charles H. Beal. One case. Single
Sale. Fine $50. Costa $25. Paid.
M.
Dailey. Two eases. Continued.
C. M. Delano. Two cases. Continued
tc April Term 1902 on condition
that be sell no more Intoxicating

Liquors.
George M. Dorr. One

case. Fine $100.
One case. Single

Coats $15. Paid.
Sale. Fine $50. Costs $26.28. Paid.
Charles D. Gallagher. Two cases. Capias ordered to issue.
E. O.Grob. One case. Continued.
D. Jewett Noyes. One case. Fine $100.
Costs $15. Paid.
One case.
Fine
William Rogers.
$100. Costs $15. Paid.
James Sheavelin. Two cases. Capias
ordered to issue.
John Simpson. Two cases. Capias
ordered to issue.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

James Collar, late of Plantation No. 33, 1o
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for appointment of administrator with the will aun» xed (said deceased having omitted to appoim an executor
in his will), presented by Altueda L. Williams, legatee under said will.
John R. Starr, late of Orland, in said county, deceased. A certain instiument purporting to be the last will and testament of said
deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof presented by Matilda W. Starr, the
executrix therein named.
Matilda J. Springer, late of Franklin, in
said county, deceaseo. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Ambrose
Spriner, a devisee under said will.
Nicholas F. Curran, late of Eden, in said
Petition that Frank B.
county, deceased.
Sherman or some other suitable person may
be appointed administrator of said deceased,
by Mary H. Curran, widow of said
eceased.
Jane McCarthy, late of Bucksport, in safd
county, deceased. Petition filed by William
Beazley, administrator of the estate of said
deceased, for license to sell at public or private sale, the real estate of said deceased, as
described in said petition.
Cornelias Hayes, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Margaret
H. Hayes, administratrix of the estate of said
deceased, for license to sell the whole of the
real estate of said deceased, as described in
said petition.
Earl A. Gordon, Merton L. Gordon and Forrest L. Gordon, minor heirs of Charles E. Gordon, late of Franklin, in said county, deceased. Petition filed by Elizabeth Gordon,
guardian of said minors, for license to sell at
private sale the real estate of said minors, as
described in said petition.

Sresented

unniri

null
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mind, of Bucksport, in said county. Petition
filed by Charles J. Cobb, guardian of said
ward, for license to sell at public or private
sale, the real estate of sa:d ward as described
in said petition.
David W. Benson, late of Tremont, in said
county, deceased. First account of Lizzie E.
Roberts (formerly Lizzzie E. Benson) executrix, filed for settlement; and also private account.
Wesley T. Bates, an insane person, of
Brooksville, in said county. Third account
af Wheelock C. Bates, guardian, filed for settlement.
John Paul Gordon, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. First account oi Arno W.
King and Frank E. Blaisdell, administrators,
31ed for settlement.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge or said court.
true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dork. Register.
STATE OF MAIN IHancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
>n the fifth day of November, in the year of
>ur Lord one thousand nine hundred and one.
A
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
/\ a copy of the last will and testanent of Alice Sargeant, late of Boston, in the
county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, deceased, and ol the probate
.hereof in said Commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having been presented to the Judge of Probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
ill persons interested therein, by publishing
copy of this order three weeks successively
in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the third day of December, a. d.
hat they may appear at a probate
1901,
court then to be held at Bucksport, in and for
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
Forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,

against

the same.

O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

rnHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
I she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of Benjamin G.
Barbour, late of Deer Isle, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons
estate
the
demands
against
having
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make p».u*cut. imSusanna T. Barbour.
mediately.
November 5,1901.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of Charles D.
Wilbur, late of Eastbrook, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
All persons having demands
law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payme't immediately. Leona E. Wilbur.
November 5, 1901.

THE

mHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
I
he has been duly appointed admfnfaestate of Arthur I.. Bale,
trator of the
late of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested lo make payment immeumieiy.
November 5, 1903.

*■
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that
rpHE subscriber hereby gives notice
1
he has been duly appointed adminis-

of the estate of Martha E. Seavey,
Gouldsboro, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imWilliam H. Seavey.
mediately.
November 5, 1901.
notice that
subscriber Hereby gives
1 she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Cornelius Hayes, late
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds ns the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMargaret H. Hayes.
mediately.
November
trator
late of

___

5,1901.__

suDscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of W illiam S. Newman,
late of Tremont, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imArthur S. Newman.
mediately.
November 5,1901.
HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Elcy S. Turner, late of
Isle au Haut, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Wm. P. Turner.
October 30,1901.

rilHE

±_

_

'AStiert'remuvifc.

Pauper Notice,
undersigned hereby gives ftoiic* that he
has contracted with the city
THE
Ellsworth,
for the
of the
during the ensuing
of

poor,
support
year, and lias made ample provision for their
support. He therefore forbids all persons from
to
furnishing supplies
any pauper on his account, as without his written order, he will pay
for no goods so furnished. Harry s. .Jones.

I in ICQ

Who Have Used Them
as the BEST A
«
KINCP8
Crown Brand

LMUICv Recommend
UK.
Star

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no dun Ter, no pain.
Used f'.r year* by leading special!**. Hunr1 rods of t*»SOmortals. Atrial will convince you Oftkeir lntrinule *ah»
in case oi suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail #1.30 box.
KING MEDICINE CO.. Ro* 193a BOSTON, MASS.
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Hu* kniort.

Stephen A. Soule end Henry L. Small,
both of Castine, who had been at, Pettee’e
pond, near Vassalboro, stopping in a rude

been increased to

a

week

by

awakened

dense
Small

that

they

being

the
were

one

the first

was

Mr. and Mrs. Williams
noon

for

brief

a

ab>

for two hours

ul

came

this

soou came

Blaisdell,

before

or more

them

they

Following
Monday

in.

Francis Grlndle, who has been confined
0 the house for some time, is able to be
>ut again.
Miss Georgia Grlndle gave
cumber of her young friends

They will reside in

trip.

amed home.
schooner “Mildred May”, Capt.
London, has been discharging freight tor
;own merchants this week.

NOTES.

Kev. Mr. Hill, of North Brookaville, octhe pulpit at the Methodist church
Sunday, In exchange with Rev. C. Gar-

re-

'upied
land.

Dexter Littlefield,
it Waterville In the
Maine Central railroad,
family to that city.

who has

Tbe

a

most

fitting thought to

meeting

the last
The

subject

another”,
consider at this,
one

Franklin

J. T. Giles and wile, of Ellsworth,

much
are manifesting
Eolian concerts given by

Archer, of Boston, is visiting
her brother, Arthur L. Archer.
Miss Viola

l)r. Philbrook in connection with the
The
instruction in music.
following
programme was given last Friday afternoon:
“O, Mio Fernando,” La Favorita,
Donnizetti; two arias from La Sonnambula, Bellini; “Ah Che la Morte,” II
Trevatore, Verdi; overture, Nabucco,
Verdi; quartet, “Bella flgba,” Regoletto,
Verdi. The last concert for the term will
be given Monday. The programme will
be

composed

of selections

were

in town last week.

students

interest in the

from

H. B. Moore, of Bllsworth, was in town
last week on his way home from his camp.

j
1

F. C. Burl'll! and wife, and Dr. H. W.
Haynes and wife, of Ellsworth, were in
town recently.
H. T. Sllsby shot a fine deer the other
day, and was absent from his house ouly

j
j

j

about fifteen minutes.
Charles S. Davis, of this town, and Miss
Mabel S. Jordan, of Ellsworth, were married Monday morning
by Rev. J. P.
Simonton, of Ellsworth. Mr. Davis and
wife then returned to the home of his
brother, A. B. Davis, where friends
gathered and serenaded them. After the
bride was introduced, the friends wereinvited in, and passed a very pleasant evening. They have the best wishes of their
many friends.

French

opera.
Saturday evening the farewell sociable
took place. It proved a very enjoyable
affair. Delicious home-made candy was

Komi.

OBITUARY.
Miss Harriet Dodd Joy, youngest child
L.
and Jane Coolldge Joy,
of Gideon
whose death on Nov. 12, at the age of
reported in
twenty-two years, was briefly
The American last week, was born here,
ind bad always lived here, with the exception of an occasional visit to friends
in the western part of the State.
She was a willlngand devoted daughter,
making the burdens of the declining
years of her parents lighter by her helping bands. With her sister, Mrs. Wallace
Foss, who had lived in the house for the
past two years, she was a constant comion. To her elder sister, Mrs. Henry
utier, she looked for love and counsel
which she received. No brother ever held
a dearer place In the heart of s sister tbsn
did her brother Msdison. With her schoolmates and friends she was a favorite,
leaving sunshine wherever she went.
She has been in declining health for
some time, bat not until rtn-ently did her
friends entertain fear for her recovery.
She bore her illness with fortitude and
patience. She was confined to tbe bouse
about five weeks, and to ber room only
two weeks. Funeral services were held
at Union church Thursday. Rev. George
H.
Mrs. V. Butler
Salley officiating.
and
Helen
daughter
sang
approselections.
The
floral
tributes
priate
were beautiful.
Interment was at Riverside
the
cemetery. The family has
sympathy of the community. Mr. Joy
his
and
family express tbelr gratitude
for kindness of frieuds and neighbors.
Nov. 18.
G.

gin

Aurora.

of the term.

the
his

There aeems to be no necessity for our
town sportsmen going to the northern
wilds of Maine to get deer.
During the
past week six deer have been shot within
Percivllle Leach
1 mile or so from home.
has shot two, Fred Ward well two, Freeman Leach one and Watson Perkins one.
SURA.
Nov. 18.

_

“Love

employment

of
repairhasshop*
moved

following la the programme of the
xnprnlng, with borrowed clothing, they public meeting held in tbe Methodist
took the train to Waterville where they church, Friday evening last: March, Miss
secured assistance from friends at Colby Alice Haakell; prayer. Prof. E. A. Cooper;
reading of the records, secretary of tbe
Calorbetorlaus; declamation, Ethel HarNORMAL SCHOOL NOTES.
rlman; vocal solo, Margaret Ashworth;
Among the recent visitors to the school discussion—1"Resolved, That immigration
should be restricted,” affirmative, Mary
were Avis Woods, of Knox Station, class
Dorr, negative, Ralph Elwell; piano duet,
*01; Persia Fowler, of Gcodale’s Corner, Grace Graut and Alice Haakell; eeaay,
Claes of *01; and Mrs. J. W. Emery, of Alexia Luce; vocal solo. Quids Homer;
Vinalhaven.
reading of the paper Eulatorian. by the
Gertrude Perkins and William
Following is a list of the members of editors,
Rhoades; piano solo, Misa Grant; miscelthis term’s B class, who are to teach this laneous business. The reading of tbe
winter, with the towns in which their Eulatorian has ceased to be merely a
a crowd of townspeople
schools are located: Ruby I. Bickford, school affair, and
were present to enjoy the fun with the
Dixmont; Agnes McFarland, Brooklin; members of tbe societies. Tbe editors
Amelia D. Herrick, Charleston; Edna M. were rewarded by frequent applause occaHoffses, Cushing; Edith Hutchins, Tren- sioned by the “grinds” on school members.
ton; Mary E. Leonard, Sebec; Chester A.
The work of the students this fall
Maddocks, Ellsworth; Grace M. Payson, shows an advance in scholarship over
North Haven; Sadie F. Poole, Bristol; last year. This la due to the character of
the student body and the fact that tbe
Belva L. Sellers, Penobscot; Clarence B.
The
has been raised to .70.
Simmons, Appleton; Frances M. Stevens, passing grade
First 95—100;
honor list la as follows:
Trenton; Bessie M. Weymouth, North second 90—95; third 80—90.
Haven.
A large number of new students are
The school prayer meeting on Tuesday, expected for the winter term.
Mauy
It have already registered.
Nov. 12, was led by Sophia H. Coffin.
E. A. C.
Nov. 18.
Miss Coffin
was well attended as usual.
chose for the

party to a
Wednesday

a

ivening.
Mrs. B. H. Cushman, who bss been In
\ ngusta visiting her daughter, has re-

church.

the after-

The fall term examiopen December 3
nations are oeing held this week. Moat of
tbe students and teachers will go away
for the vacation. Prof, and Mrs. Ward
will beat Addison, and Misa Edna Bright
at Franklin, Mass.

to the home of Hiram

who took

S. G. Varnum, who has been employed
it Bangor, has returned home.
Herman Grlndle will move his family to
slesboro, where he bss employment.

William

School will close November 21 and

wandered

country road.

upon the

they

They

left in

WmI

Brooksville.

Barker

Blodgett picked

blue

violets laHt

Monday.
Miss Ellen Tapley has returned from

a

visit to Bar Harbor.

Mrs^eorge

H. Tapley left for Rockland Saturday to pass a few weeks with
ber son Walter.

>

Prince

H.

Nov. 18.

The Bar Harbor football eleven played
Saturday, and won a great

score

was

the

10 6

Colby’s only

Colby college

team.

favor of Bar

in

touchdowu

was

power for
week.

on

downs

by straight, hard football.

is in town

his

mill.

It

purchased steam
is expected this

Norman Smith, Willard and Hal Clark
shot two deer, and Samuel Clark one last

Harbor.

made

Bar Harbor

won

The
a

week.

her two touch-

fluke.

Frank Smith, the dry-goods peddler,
a change in his business.
He
will go on the road with teas, coffees, etc.
George U. Dyer has been appointed
State game warden, and has entered upon
his duties. The fish and game laws have
not been fully observed in this section,
partly owing to ignorance of the law.
Nov. 19.
Ch’e’er.
will make

atibrrtisratrctB.
Thousands Have Kidney Tronble
and Don’t Know it.
How To Find Out.

Fill

Calais,

Sherman Scarnmon has

its last game
over

of

visiting comrades of the 11th Maine.

ilar Barhnr.

victory

Dunniver,

bottle or common glass with your
water and let it stand twenty-four hours: a
sediment or setT-' tling indicates an
S—■unhealthy condi1
tion °* the kid1
7 neys; if it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kidney trouble: too
frequent desire to
pass it or pain in
4————
back is also
convincing proof that the kidneys, and bladder are out of order.
a

Aubury L. Alley returned from Philadelphia Monday.
School commenced

Monday, taught by

in

district

No.

3

Miss Gertrude John-

son.

Mrs. Ella

Condon, after a long illness,
Friday. She was forty-five years old.
Funeral services were held at the schoolhouse, Rev. J. P. Simonton, of Ellsworth, officiating.
Nov. 19.
Plutarch.
died

_

What to Do.

There is comfort in the knowledge so Green Lake.
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's SwampJ. E. Hastings and A. E. Higgins got a
Root, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
buck at Rocky pond Friday.
wish in curing -heumatism, pain in the large
Mrs. W. L. Emery is visiting her *iU»r,
back, kidneys, liver, biadder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects Inability Mrs. M. G. Higgins, at Charleston...
to hold water and scalding pain in passing
Mass.
it, or bad effects following use of liquor,
Bert Spencer and Miss Nellie E. Brown
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
were married Saturday night.
All exnecessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times j tend congratulations and best wishes.
X.
during the nigh*. The mild and the extra- j Nov. 19.
ordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon West Krien.
realized. It stands the highest for its wonMrs. Christine Higgins, of Seal Harbor,
derful cures of the most distressing cases.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Lizzie HadIf you need a medicine you should have the
ley.
best. Sold by druggists in 50c. and$l. sizes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
Miss Nellie R. Knowles, of Lawrence,
wonderful
discovery
Mass., is visiting relatives and friends
and a book that tells
here.
more about it. both sent;
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Gouya started
absolutely free by mail,
for Palm Beach, Fla., via Niagara Falls,
address Dr. Kilmer &
of Swamp-Root
Co., Binghamton. N. Y. When writing men- last week.
tion reading this generous offer in this paper.
8.
Nov. 17.

J

fast and

Mllbridge.

Algerias Martin and wife and Herbert
Martin and wife have moved to Northeast

TORILY— NATTTRE HA8 MADE IT
IDEAL PLACE FOR STATION.

Rear Admiral R. B. Bradford, who, as
chief of the government department
which has the supervision of naval coaling
stations, selected the site at East Laraoine,
visited the station there a short time ago
On
see how the work was progre sing.
his return he stopped in Ellsworth over
Sunday, the guest of Senator Hale.
To a reporter, Admiral Bradford said:
“It has always been the policy of the navy
department to establish coaling stations at
reasonable distances apart on the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans. That this is a wise
plan, was demonstrated in the Spanish
to

“Pursuing that policy, the government
purchased sixty seres of land on Frenchbay in the town of Lamolne.

man’s

will be

a

sort for

Tuesday.

Miss Georgia Penney, of Brewer, was
here visiting frieuds Saturday and Sun-

day.
Harold, the fourteen year-old son of
»elu Keuniston, snot a large deer Thursday.
Lorenzo Smith, of Ellsworth, was the
guest of bis father, C. M. Smith, last
week.

J. P. Grover and wife, of Brewer, spent
Saturday and Sunday with their daughter, Mrs. Susie Treadwell.
Joshua Nickerson and Stephen Smith,
who have been employed at Katabdin, returned home
Nov. 18.

Saturday.

Oriauci.
Homer Marks shot

pile behind her. Maine
sufficiently protected in this respect, and that is why this magnificent
wants her coal
not

was

station has been erected
coast of Maine.

hope

“I

day

some

large

buck Thurs-

see

coaling
will probably

another

station at Portland, which
be the case, inasmuch as

coal

be

can

this time to
station farther up the
“The grounds will
they are completely
able at

construct the first
Maine coast.
be very nice when
cleared up and the

are

busy hauling spool-

Mrs. Caroline Ames, who has been the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Drusllia Mason,

Sunday.

The singing school conducted by N. W.
Littlefield, of Bangor, is preparing for a
concert to be given the last of December.
School closed Friday. The teacher, Miss
Annie Dan bar, has gone to her home at
North Castine for a vacation of two weeks.
$he will return to teach the winter term.
Nov. 18.
M.

jj
!j
jj
j[

I

looks

after the

A magnificent display, every one beautiful, attractive, new and
fashionable, workmanship equal to that of made-to-order garments.
Our prices are the lowest possible, consistent with the quality, style
Our Dress
We have Suits from #X to #25.
and workmanship.
and Walking Skirts in Cheviots, Oxfords and Grays are the latest
productions of New York manufacturers. We have them at the
extremely low prices from $2.50 to #0, or practically at the
mere cost of the cloth.

(J

Ladies' Coats

jj

High-class

general, under my direction. When the
is fully completed it will cost

Ifiirs.

We can furnish any kind of high-class furs at short notice, and at
saving of at least one-third.
We offer for a short time to

a

early buyers

Nearseal Jackets
at #25, #30 and
asks for them.

#35,

one-third less than any other bouse

or

l!

Novelties in Waists

•.

in either ready-made or materials. The ready-made range from #t
to #5. The materials from 30c. to #1.25 per yard.

j|

We have closed out manufacturers’
than half price.

(j
I

J ^|
^

|)
(I

(1

(J
( I

'.

!»
J,
4 >
<I

jj
((
(*

j;

(*
<

[

Bargains in Petticoats.

!j

samples of

Petticoats at less

Those are just one-half of the usual
from #5 to #io.

\

General and

Special

selling price.

:.

j(

100 black and colored Petticoats at 98c.
’’
’’
100
*1.50

(•

<>

Silk Petticoats

Dress Goeds News.

department is complete in every line. Plain
weaves are very popular.
Coverts, ])roadcloths,i Venetians, Serges,
Hop Sackings, and scores of others that have a quiet, unobtrusive
elegance liard to resist. Come and see them.
Our Press Goods

,
1

in

matter

j|

The colors—
are in 27 and <2 inch lengths and some full lengths.
Prices from #5 to $20.
blue, black, mode, tan and brown.
We have made extensive preparations for the production of

I

jj
j[

Waists.

New

j
Jj

Skirts, New Storm Skirts,

]

who

Dress

New

Suits,

lor-made

surroundings will be worthy to be 11
as a piece of government property.
i
These grounds are very well situated for
Isndscape gardening, and are nearly completed in their *ciearing-up’ process. I
have a resident inspector at the coaling ].
known

Raglans, New Tai-

New Cloaks, New

whole

J5^

J |*

I
<

|
j.

station

f200,000
Rear
a

Admiral Bradford is

native of

Turner,

where he

was a

neigh-

Senator Hale. “1 love to come to
Maine,” he said. “I feel 1 ought to know
the people here. I love to visit the borne
of my boyhood days. There is still* room
reserved entirely for me on my ‘homecoming’. It was the room of ray boyhood
bor of

days.

In it

fishing-rods and
boy, and the thoughts

the

are

same

guns I had when a
that come back to

me as I visit my old
bonne, and especially this room, are sweet
indeed, but to a degree they are sad.”
Admiral Bradford has seen forty years’

service, and during that
extremely busy mao.
When
naval

time has beeu

Bradford

Admiral

academy

there

entered

class, received
attached to the
the

a

of the

graduating

star, and it was likewise
of tbe young man in

name

register.

County AVvt,

see

Mrs. Abbie .Steel, of Cberryfleld, la in
town, and will spend tbe winter witb tbe
Dunbars.
Mra. Steel is a stater of the
late Ueorge Dunbar.
Mra.

Ty mean hr made a short visit to
Sullivan last week. She expressed much
satisfaction witb the work now going on
summer

held at tbe church
of

a

varied and

on

Inter-

In the

Capt. and Mra. Bennia left Thursday
last, for tbe winter. They were accompanied by their aon Fred, who has been
staying at borne for

a

few

weeks, aud who

to

Philadelphia, having beeu
changed from Chicago to Philadelphia by
liifl pmnlnvpr*

Nov. 18.

Pirie la
under bla bark.

R.

and

|

If you want reliable

gloves.

goods,

you cannot make a

M. GALLERT.

::

FRED

R.

J.
.,
A

|)

jI

}

■

I

SPEAR,

WHOLESALE AND

^

RETAIL,

Coal, Wood, Hay,
Straw, Lime, Brick,

Sand, Hair, Kosendulc
Cement, American and
Imported Portland Cements, Calcined Plaster,
ADAMANT Wall Plaster, Sewer and Drain Pipe,

h

;;
!I
!!

Brick,
Fire Clay,

Fire

Fire

Charcoal and

!!

Clay Chimney Pipe,
Kerosene OH,
Baled Sliavlugs

“OTTO" Coke for Domestic Use.

<;

A

Z

*

$
I

!!
!\
!!
[
< ►

5 Park Street,

;;

Rockland, Haine.

•

<►

We have facilities for coaling steam vessels at any stage of

I1

the tide.

■

;;
)

< ►

New

England Telephone 108-11.

penters have finished tbelr work end tbe
painters are busy.
Nov. 20.
W.8.
Bruaklin.

Will Tainter is at home for
vacation.
Herbert Tyler is having
built

oil

a

few weeks’

extension

an

bis bouse.
v

Miss

Mayo,

of 8outbwest

Harbor,

is tbe

guest of Miss Edith Mayo
H. M. Pease, who ban been employed at
came

home

Saturday.

Kaolern

Telepnone UCeJ.

putting

a

cellar

a

Blatadel) shot

a

doer

Thursday.

Elder Garland, who haa been In Brewer
several daya attending to church matters,
came home Tuesday of last week.
Alex Weaver and William Lloscott
finishei their threshing at Jitow A.
Garland’s, and moved home Saturday.
They report grain fair.
Cdoriite Tonr llowel* With C'waearota.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forerer
If C. C-C fail, druggists refund money

SotmtisniuntB.

Pearl
tbe

from

LA KF WOOD.
Leo

tho.tte

Schools in precincts 7,1, 5 and 9 closed
two weeks’ vacation.

Tapley has moved bis family into
Giiman Flye bouse at Flye’s Point.

James Gray has gone to Bluebill to
building. A. W. Bridges and A.
H. Kane have gone to help him.
Charles Choate, of North Brouklin, died
Nov. 11. He was a veteran of the Civil
war and a member of tbe James A. Garfield post. of Bluebill, under wbo»e directions he was buried.
He leaves a
move a

a

sea.

Etta Jordan spent Sunday with
Miss Bernice Jordan.
Miss Maude Jordan was at borne from
Bar Harbor several days last week.
Miss Bertba Hopkins baa left town to
Mies

cousin.

graded schools at Kidge Brook.
Fred Davis returned
Tuesday to 1.
employment at Moosebead Lake, after
abort Illness.
Mr. and Mrs.
tbeir home In

wear

Friday, for

Eulalle Young has returned
viait to New York.
to

mistake by trading with

Bootbbay,

Traatci.
Alexander

(I
(I

|

•

home here.

were

evening Rev.
Mr. Ruasell gave a flue sermon, in which
he made some nice poluta on the forgiveness of enemies.

goes

a

j:

..

other pages.

taunu.

Lay aervlces

j;

The largest and best assortment in the city.
We have^added
to our line a full line of Panne Velvets in all colors.
I>o you know we carry the largest and best selected small ware
and notion stock in the city ? A full line of yarns, hosiery, under.

11

■

COUNTY NEWS.
Pot Additional

velvets.

the

six young men
only two of whom

were

scholarship,

siiks ana

an

from Maine in bis class,
graduated. They were himself and Capt.
Snow, of Rockland. Out of a class of
fifty-four Admiral Bradford graduated
third in rank of scho’arship. Each of tbe
first five in

t

Maine man,

a

attend the

bar edgings for Augustine Mason. Mr.
Mason is shipping them to Rockland.

j,

is

GALLERT’S.

M.

readily purchased
large quantities in .)
Portland. However, It was deemed advis11
in

ber

Miss Bernice Mason, who is attending
school in Bangor, spent Sunday at home.
The Bohemian club, recently organized,
will have a sociable at the hall Thursday

left for her home

to

the eastern

on

William Hopkins baa returned from

day.

night.
The teamsters

an

good place for recreation and target practice. Nature did all she could for auch an
end In view.
“There ia no better type of craiing
station in the world than the one on the
Maine coaat, and I doubt very much If
there is one as good. It la an ideal coaling
station, and waa needed in case of war.
“The government endeavors to establish
coaling stations where they will be well
situated geographically. If you will take
the trouble to look at the map of the
eastern continent, you will see the coast of
Maine lies in a gulf, cut off by broad
ridges the entire disUtooe from Cape Ann
to Cape Sable. In time of. war a fleet

trip

Ea»t

a

Is

favorite as well as a favorable reships in summer. It is a grand

Suuday, conaistlug
eating programme.

and

There

war.

It la

supplying

for

especially fine harbor within a harbor. It
is very deep water, and there lga large area
in which ships can anchor. We hope It

Amherst-

Miss Lura Dunham is at Wintbrop,
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Dora Cullens.

pier

very fine bouse and
coal for ships of

a

about her

Dr. J. H. Patten and F. O. Silsby were
in Bangor Wednesday.
A. W. Silsby. of Bangor, was in town

j

war.

Harbor for the winter. Richard Martin
and family will occupy tbe Martin homestead.
Nov. 19.
H.

Monday

Oak Point.

Kyy

Harbor, Monday.
Mrs. Emetine Johnson ip visiting with
her daughter, Mrs. Clarence Hooper, in
Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Hanna are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, Nov. 11.
Twelve men in the employ of tbe New
England Telephone <3fc Telegraph company passed
through town Monday,
stringing two lines of wire between Bel-

Ellsworth’s Leading Dry Goods Store

t

SAYS WORK IS PROGRESSING SATISFAC-

station

Schooner “Clinton”. Capt. Ed Lord, for
served.
whose safety fears have been entertained,
The Echo, our school paper, will Boon be
arrived here all safe on Friday.
Capt.
Nov. 18.
C.
Lord tailed for Isleeboro some time ago,
It is reported to be a most inon sale.
with kiln wood, but instead of returning
Isle.
North
Deer
number.
teresting
direct home, as he was
to do, he
School closes this week, and examinaGeorge H. Holden is in Boston on busi- sailed away before the expected
northerly gale to
tions are the rule. The students seem to ness.
where
he
obtained
a
Rockland,
general
be taking them rather lightly, probably
Capt. Frank Johnson is quite ill with cargo for merchants here.
rheumatism.
because of the excellent work done durThe West Brooksville library association calls the attention of the people to
ing the past month.
Capt. Jack Stinson has added half a the matter of a
public library for West
The football game between Hampden story to his barn.
Brooksville. The payment of 25 cents enand Normal teams was cancelled on acGeorge W. Pay son, of Boston, was here titles one to the use of tbe library fora
count of the snow.
year, and a membership in tbe association.
Many were disap- last Thursday, the guest of J. M. Ellis.
Those who have
books to spare will
pointed as this would have been the last
Capt. Charles Gray has recently pur- I confer a favor bygood
presenting them to tbe
The boys, however, were deter- chased a large wood lot from the Howard association. About
game.
fifty volumes have
heirs.
mined to play, and tried to
arrange
already been presented. In order to have
the
immediate
use
of
a library, a State
The school here closed Friday, after a
another game with Bucksport but failed.
its ; profitable term taught by Miss Annie “traveling library” bas been secured,
The team disbanded, having to
which is free to ail tbe inhabitants of the
Damon, of this town.
credit four outgof seven games.
town. The library is open on Mondays.
Mrs. Arthur Gray has returned from a
Wednesdays and Fridays from 2 30 to 4 30
husband
in
voyage at sea with her
p. m.
Waltham.
schoonerl4tCharles D. Hall”.
Nov. 18.
Tomson.
Miss isabell Jordan is leaching school in
Mrs. Elizabeth Frost closed her cottage
East Sullivan.
Lagrange.
on the Reach road last week, and has reHandy Bunker received tbe book given
Irving Young and wife and Mr. aud turned to her home in Worcester, Mass.
by tbe medicine company to the most
Nov. 18.
E.
Mrs. Walibridge, who have been the
popular G. A. R. man, by vote.
guests of Stephen Jordan and wife the West Franklin.
Stephen and Edward Potter caugbt five
hundred pounds of haddock iu Point
past week, have returned to their home in
Mrs. Emma Hardison is ill.

Bangor.

REAR ADMIRAL BRADFORD’S RECENT VISIT TO LAMOINE.

vbere she will teach school.
George Leach, who ban been ill with
ypboid fever, is improving rapidly.

was

_

SEMINARY

a
farmhouse they missed the
regular trail through the woods, and in

othor pagen

$e«

The

Bangor.

to reach

lost.

ago.

performed by Rev.
Forsyth, of the Congregational

fellows in their scant attire did not feel
In their haste

were

He

brother survive him.

mony

the least bit comfortable.

few minutes

months

The weddljngof Miss Augusta McAlister,
Bucksport, and Owen H. Williams, of
Bangor, took place Tuesday, Nov. 12, at
the home of the bride. Only the immediate relatives were present. The cere-

biaukets, clothing, ammunition, rifles and camp equipage were destroyed. The ni*ht was not
very cold, but snow lay on the ground to
the depth of eight iuchee. and the young

a

fl2.
Chapman

of

The

all the interior.

County A>«r«

ffcr addition?I

Ralph Grlndle Is at home.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Ray H.
Ward well, Wednesday, Nov 13.
Edith Hutchings bss gore to Trenton,

nearly eighty six years of age. Besides
the wife, two sons, two daughters and

to be aroused sprang to the door to admit
When the rude door swung open
air.
aud cold air was admitted, a flame spread
over

received

shock

were

filled

which

smoke

camp and was so
nearly suffocated.

They

I

died Sunday,
Jonathan R.
Nov. 10, from the effects of a paralytic

so, were burned out
and only escaped with
on.

other paget

Pension of Epbriam B. Woodbridge has

or

Sunday night,
their underclotbiug

»ee

Dbntisnnmtc.

COALING STATION.

'finobM-oi.

CMtins.

camp for

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

Francis Head returned t.
Jackman after a sbori
visit to Mrs. Head’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs
Benjamin Jordan.
The new barn being erected
A.

widow and

seven

children.

Nov. 18.

Cue Femme.

North Seilgwu-w.

Rollo Ciosson and family bare returned
borne from bwan’t Island.
A party of young aud old folks went to
Sou' b Bluebill to a busking one
evening
last week. All report a good time.

Mrs. Hannab Sylvester, after

•'eaa, died
She was a

nia9ed.

at

a

abort ill-

ber borne

kind

Friday, Nov. 8.
neighbor, and will be

George H. Allen, Cecil Page and George
M.
by
Foster, of Ellsworth, for George J. Staff- llanscom, wbo have been at Swan’s Island
all summer, came borne
of
Saturday tor the
Bar Harbor, on bis farm in tbia
ord,
winter.
town, is nearing completion. The carNov. 8.
RAE.

I

j

